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Tuesday, Feb. 1, 1977
Wednesday, Dec. 8, 1976
Mean Ind. Res. Tot. % Of
Temp. Use & Corn. Use Redact.
24 148 3593 3741 26%
24 743 3973 4716
Wednesday, Feb. 2, 1977 34 157 2645 2802 24%
Tuesday, Jan. 4, 1977 33 527 3174, 3701
Thursday, Feb. 3, 1977
Tuesday, Dec. 14, 1976
36 146 2656 2802 17%
36 610 2772 3382
• -
Friday, Feb. 4, 1977 36 314 2446 2760 18%
Tuesday, Dec. 14, 1976 36 610 2772 3382
Saturclajt, Feb. 5, 1977 20 83 3614 3697 16%
Saturday, Jan. 15, 1977 17 154 4275 4429
Sunday, Feb. 6, 1977 19 83 3797 3880 13%
SundAY, Nov-. 2k-1976 - 18 260 4214 4474 -
Monday, Feb. 7, 1977
Monday, Nov. 29, 1976
19 74 4095 4169 18%
19 718 4350 5068
This chart indicates the amount of natural gas that has been saved by
Murray Natural Gas System customers since energy conservation
measures were instituted on Feb. 1. The chart compares the days of Feb.
1-7 with days prior to the cutback on which almost identical weather
conditions occurred.
The chart gives the date, the niean temperature for the day, the usage
of gas by industries, usage by commercial and residential consumers,
the total usage and the percentage saved since the voluntary con-
servation effort was begun. Gas usage is given in thousand cubic feet.
The total amount of natural gas saved during the first week of
February amounted to 18 per cent when compared with the seven
similar days prior to beginning the conservation program.
Murray Mayor John E. Scott and gas system superintendent Tommy
Marshall today urged local businesses to continue their 20 per cent cut-
back in operations in an effort to continue the gas savings.
Glendale Road Extension
To Come Before Council
A contract authorizing the state
Department of Transportation to move
forward on plans to extend Glendale
Road to Ky. 121is to be considered by
the Murray Common Council Thur-
sday.
Murray Mayor John E. Scott is
scheduled to ask for the council's
authorization allowing him to sign the
contract on behalf of the city at the
council's regular meeting at City Hall
tomorrow at 7:30 p. m.
John C. Roberts, secretary of the
Department of _Transportatian_
- authorized the go-ahead on the project
last November. In a letter to Mayor
Scott dated Nov. 9, 1976, Roberts said:
"I am happy to advise you that I will
authorize the Department to design and
cause ( the interconnector ) project to be
constructed provided that the city of
Murray will acquire the necessary
rights of way; cause the utilities to be
removed or adjusted necessary for the
construction of the project; in addition
to performing certain construction
items and -providing certain con-
struction materials as set forth in the ...
agreement."
Mayor Scott said today that if the
council grants approval for the project,
construction should start as soon as
the weather breaks."
Under the agreement the city will be
required to clear the right-of-way and
• excavate for the roadway.
All right-of-way for the project has
Businesses Adopt 'Conserve Energy' Slogan
By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
Many business firms in Kentucky
have adppted a new slogan: "Conserve
fuel," and they are following it.
Others are returning to the hours they
observed before Gov. Julian Carroll
asked all segments of the Com-





Several activities are underway at
Murray High School for the observance
of Black History Week at the school.
All teachers are including studes and
projects in their subject fields this
week.
Election of the queen was held today.
Four nominees will be announced and
the queen will be crowned uuring an
assembly Thursday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock. Willie Nell Reed, last year's
queen, will crown the new queen.
The Murray High School stage band
will play for the assembly. Joe Sills is
director of this group.
Dr. Ray Reeves, principal, will in-
troduce the program. Tommy Turner, a
teacher and coach, will present the
queen candidates. The public is invitoa
to the program.
Bulletin boards have been prepared
and pictures of outstanding people were
drawn and are displayed throughout
the halls.
Some Lexington stores said they are
reverting to normal hours today, the
time set by Columbia Gas of Kentucky
to end its drastic cutback in natural gas
supplies.
The utility notified 119 large com-
mercial consumers on Jan. 28 to use
only enough gas to keep fire protection
equipment from freezing. The action
was taken when temperatures
threatened to drop below zero and
Colithibia was afraid it couldn't supply
residential customers.
Still in effect, however, are seasonal
curtailments which prompted
Lexington restaurants to announce they
will be closed one day a week.
Thermostats also will be left at 65
degrees or below in most establish-
ments.
The Louisville Chamber of Com-
merce said its members returned to
hours that were in effect before the
energy crunch hit the state. ,
"They feel that by keeping ther-
mostats low and leaving the lights on,
they can get the same results," a
chamber spokesman explained.
Louisville Gas & Electric already has
ordered business and industry to cut
their usage by 35 per cent.
The situation is still critical in
Henderson, where commercial firms
have been given a Thursday deadline to
file hours of operation with the city.
"We gave them two choices," said
Mayor William Neiman. "They could
work 40 hours in, five consecutive days
or 60 per cent Of the operating hours
that were in effect on Nov. 1,1976."
Newman said that Henderson wants
to tap its summer allocation of gas and
"in order to do that, we have to know
what hours will be in force for industry.
The Federal Power Commission
require&it."
Newman said if a company doesn't
file, "we will set their hours. And if
people- don't comply, we will cut off
their supplies."
He said if the city doesn't get extra
gas supplies, "we will be out by the first
of March."
Newman said the order will remain in
force "until our system is stabilized."
Paducah's business community has
'trimmed its hours, and Mayor Bill
Murphy predicted this will continue the
rest of the month.
"We've requested non-essential
establishments to close one day a
week," Murphy said, adding that City
Hall offices are dark on Friday,
Saturday-and Sunday;
He said city employes are working
longer hours, taking shorter lunch
periods, and "it seems to be working
well."
One exception, he said, were labor
unions representing some city em-
ployes.
"The unions wanted time and a half
for a longer day, so they haven't gone
along," Murphy said.
The Daviess County Courthouse not;
closes at noon Friday and reopen':
Tuesday, and business houses have
trimmed their hours at least 20 per
cent.
Drew Page, director of the Chamber
of Commerce, said "everyone is trying
to help, and do what the governor
asked."
Page said that, industrially. Owen-
Ft. Heiman Has 'Great Potential
For Restoration' Director Says
Ft, Heiman, located in southeast
Calloway County, "has great potential
for restoration as a Civil War fort,"
Mrs. Eldred W. Melton., • executive
director of the Kentucky Heritage
Commission and state historic
preservation officer, said this week.
Ft. Heiman, which is less than two
miles from New Concord and overlooks
the Tennessee River, was recently
added to the National Register- of
'historic Places.
Construction of Ft. Heiman was
begun in January, 1862, to protect Ft.
Henry, Mrs. Melton explained.
"At the outbreak of the Civil War in
1861, the Confederate states con-
structed Ft. Henry on the Tennessee
River and Ft. Donelson on the Cum-
berland River in order to protect the
south from an invasion," according to
Mrs. Melton.
Ft. Henry and Ft. Donelson, corn-
mand4d by Maj. Gen. Lloyd Tilghman,
gave the Confederates control over two
of the major water routes to the
southern states, Mrs. Melton said. They
also protect et the strategic industrial
and railroad centers of Nashville and
Memphis from Union attack.
Maj. Gen. Tilehrnan's fears of a'
Federal *tmboat attack were realized
the first week. of February, 1862. The
Federal Flag Officer, Andrew Foote,
concentrated a flotilla of gunboats on
the mouth of Tennessee River at
Paducah. Joined with the troojm of -
Ulysses,S. Grant, he headed the gun-
boats up the river to Ft. Henry.
On Feb. 4, Ft. Henry was held by 1,885
Confederates under the command of
Col. A. Heiman. The Tennessee River,
swollen from winter rains, had flooded
the area of the fort where explosives.
were stored. Across the river the in-
complete Ft. Heiman was occupied by
1,100 troops supported by a small
battery of artillery.
Lt: Col M. Haynes, Tilghman's chief
of artillery arrived at Ft. Henry iron's
Ft. Donelson on the morning of Feb. 6.
The artillery chief convinced Tilghman
that Ft. Henry could not be defended as
It Was surrounded by water and could
not be supported by infantry. Gen.
Tilghman removed the troops to Ft.
Donelson leaving one battery behind to
delay the Union advance and to cover
the retreat.
The Federal gunboats opened attack
on Ft. Henry the afternoon of Feb. 6.
After a futile stand, Tilghman
surrendered the fort. At the end of the
day, Union troops occupied Ft. Henry
and Ft. .Heiman siad Gen. Grant and his
men moved on to Ft. Donelson.
The defeat of Ft. Donelson on Feb. 16
makked a turning point in the war. The
Confederates were forced to evacuate
southern 'Kentucky and all of middle
and west Tennessee's supply lines had
been severed.
By late 1864 Union forces had
established large stockpiles at John-
sonville, Tenn., 30 miles south of Ft
Heiman, where supplies were brought
in by boat and transferred to trains
which carried them to Gen. Sherman.
In October, 1864; Gen. N. B. Forrest,
a Confederate Cavalry officer.
stationed his troops and artillery at the
deserted Ft. Heiman. When the suppl
'steamer, the "Mazeppa" passed by the
fort en route to Johnsonville, the ar-
tillery fired, destroying it. The Con-
federate also captured two Union
gunboats from Ft. Heiman. With land
forces and two gunboats, the Con-
4derates destroyed Johnsonville and
the supplies on Nov. 6, 1864.
Ft. Heiman, never completed, today
remains as It was during its brief
service as a Civil War fort. "Because of
its unspoiled condition, Pt. Heiman has
great potential for restoration as a Civil
War fort," said Mrs. Melton. She added
that a stinilar project has recently been
completed at Ft. Donelson.
sboro and Daviess County "are in good
shape because firms realized an energy
crisis was approaching- and did
something about it. They have standby
fuels."
State and city offices lowered their
thermostats—in -Bowling Green while
merchants cut their hours 20 to 25 per
cent.
Western Kentucky Gas curtailed
supplies to some industries 'by 50 per
cent but most switched to alternate
fuels.
Ashland business firms are still on
reduced hours as are those in Win-
chester.
There has been no gas shortage in the
Somerset area but downtown met.-
chants decided to join the conservation
move and limit hours.
Also spared was Whitesburg,
surrounded - by- a--number of -large
natural gas producers.
Neither the city nor the county,
however, uses natural gas, relying on
electricity, fuel oil and propane gas.
Some public offices are working
shorter hours and a few groceries are
closing early.
Classes resume Wednesday in Clark,
Fayette and Bath counties and in
Madison County, if road conditions
permit,
already been acquired," Mayor Scott
said, indicating that no additional right-
of-way acquisition was needed.
Although the contract does not
stipulate the type of roadway to be
constructed, Mayor Scott said that a
four-lane, concrete roadway is planned
for the interconnector route.
The roadway will begin on the
present Glendale Road site just south of
the Goodyear Store on S. 12th St. and
will extend eagerly to Kentucky 121 (S.
'4th St_ J. - .
Among other items scheduled on the
agenda for the council meeting are:
— a report on the city budget from
Dr. Melvin Henley, chairman of the
finance committee;
• — the second reading of ordinance
62,5, rezoning_prooertv_on S 13th Street._
from residential to professionatoff ice:
— discussion of a proposal to lease
vehicles for the Murray Police
Department, and;
— consideration of applications to fill
a.. vacancy in the Fire Department.
Local Heart Disease
Mortality Above Average
What progress has been made in the
last few years in Calloway County
toward reducing the mortality from
heart disease?
How does the local death rate com-
pare with that in other parts of the
country?
The questions come to the fore at this
time because this is National heart
Month. Also, because of new Govern-
ment statistics which show that deaths
from the disease have dropped below
the million mark in the United States
for the first time since 1967.
The decline is attributed principally
to a turnaround in the mortality rate
from coronary attacks, which have
been responsible for two-thirds of all
heart disease deaths. „_ _ _
Despite the decline, the diseases of
the cardiovascular system, which are
commonly lumped together under the
name heart disease, continue to be the
nation's number one killer, accounting
for some 979,000 deaths a year, topping
the toll from cancer, accidents,
pneumonia and all other causes of
death combined.
In Calloway County, according to
reports. released by the U. S. Public
Health Service, approximately 60.8 per
cent of all deaths of local residents are
due to heart disease.
The average, in other parts of the
United States, is 51.4 per cent. It is 54.9
per -cent in the State of Kentucky. -
The mortality rate varies con-
siderably 'from one section of the
country to another. Among the reasons
given for the differences are local
eating habits, physical characteristics,
type of occupation and hereditary
background.
Sunny and Warmer
Fair tonight, low in the low 30s
Mostly sunny and warmer Thursday,
high in the mid 50s to near 60. Friday
partly cloudy and mild.
Among residents of Calloway County,
out of an average annual mortality of
• 286 from all causes, some 174 have been
due to heart disease, the Government's
figures show. This is exclusive of
deaths locally of non-residents.
According to the Health Insurance
'Institute,- heart and circulatory
diseases cost the nation an estimated
$23 billion a year, including lost income,
expenditures for medical care and lost
production.
Calloway County's share of this cost,
based upon the local incidence of heart





A raid conducted by Kentucky State
Police detectives and federal Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms department
agents On a moonshine still last week-
has resulted An the arrest of a local
Mari
Trooper Richard Wright identified
the Man as Bruce Garland, Route
Three, who appeared before S.
Magistrate Ron Daniels Monday on
'charges of illegal possession of distilled
spirits that were not stamped for tax
.purposes.
The raid was conducted on a still in
the southeast portion of -Calloway
County, according toTrooper Wright.
Federal officials would not specify
the exact location of the still, but said
that other charges may be made at a
later date.'
Oagand was released on a
recognizance bond of $3,000 ti) Daniels,
and will appear .Feb. 24 for a
preliminary hearing.
The still and 53 gallons of Moonshine
were destroyed by the officers con-
ducting the raid, according to Trooper
Wright:
MSU Awarded State Grant For
Field Testing Of New Project
Murray State University has been
awarded a $51,792 state grant for the
development and field testing of 130
instructional units in court reporting to
be used by teachers at both -secondary
and post-secondary levels. -
To begin immediately, tbe- project
funded by the Division of Competency
Based Vocational Education in the
Bureau of Vocational Education of the
Kentucky Department of Education
will extend through May of 1978. -
Dr. Marvin Albin, assistant professor
in the Department of Buc.in 
Education and Administrative
MInagement at Murray State and
taueth 
project.
a t or thef grant proposal,ewill directh
He said the eompetency based in-
structional modules will, be developed
during the spring and summer and
tested at four sites in the field during
the fall and spring of the 1977-78 school
year.
Each module, Albin explained, will
consist of instructional materials and

















Deaths & Funerals 12 g
19
bring students up to a level of com-
petency in court reporting that meets
specified performance objectives.
AboUt 20 of the modules will include
audio-visual presentations.
He said .10 teachers from across
Kentucky will be involved in four
workshops on the campus during the
spring and summer to develop
curriculum materials for the project.
r When completed, the modules all:
made available by the state ageric‘
business education teaches in Ken-
tucky at the secondary and post-
secondary levels, -
Albin, who joined the faculty at
Murray State in 1975, earned the B. S
degree at Murray. State, the M. A.
degree at the University of Kentucky.




TWO INJURED—Two personsvnere injurectin a one-ear a« ident ester,
day near the Kirksey community according to Kentucky State Police repor.
ts. Injured in the one-vehicle accident were Patric ia Mk,nnes and her soil
Bryne. Murray-Calloway County Hospital officials said today that they were
admitted for observation and both- arat,iia satisfactory ondition.
surf et,0406. David Hill
j
•
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Linda Rogers, president,
presiding. Committee reports
were given is follows:
Service — The March of
Dimes collection- will be held
sometime late in February
due to the weather conditions.
Social , — The annual
Valentine banquet will be held
February 12 at seven p.m. at
the Ken Bar Inn. The dress
will be 'formal and en-
tertainment will be provided.
Membership — The next
meeting at the home of Linda
Fain will be an open meeting.
"Music" was the theme of
N.he program with Mrs. Horton
laying selections of several
artists.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Horton to Linda Fain,
Jackie Morris, Trisha Nesbitt,1
Joretta Randolph,' „,Linda
Rogers, Mary Roseman, Alice
Rouse,' Dortha Stubblefield,
Sylvia Thomas, Edna Vaughn,
and Beverly Galloway.
N i llph(I 1)elta Chapter Of Beta. . _ .
Sitima this ifeet sit Center
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of BetifSignia Phi held its first
meeting of the new year on
Thursday, February 3, at 7:30
p.in, at the Ellis Center with
Shirley Martin, president,
presiding and members
saying the opening ritual.
Debbie Brandon, secretary,.
read the minutes and called
the roll. Vicky Holton,
treasurer, gave her report,
and also as social committee
chairman announced that the
Valentine Banque,t for
members and guests will be
held Thursday, February 17,
at 6:30 p.m, at the .(,)Id Oak
Tree Restaurant. . •
Sue Ann Hutson, chairman
of the ways and means
ilimmittee, gave.thanks. IV
members for their part in
making the bazaar a great
success. .The group voted to
change the time of the regular
meetings to seven p.m.
Names were submitteed for
spring rush with the rush
'party to be held March 3 at
seven p.m. and the model
meeting to be held March 17 at
seven p.m. All members and
the 'rushees should attend
these meetings.
Refreshments were served
by Barbara Chilcutt and Linda
Hodge to Shirley Martin,








Right On by Estivo updates -western styling in an easy.
care Monsanto polyester pantsuit that features appliqued
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HiS 4th Murray, Ky.
Wednesday, February 9
Murray bass Club wilt meet
at Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. tn.
Members note change in
meeting place.
MSU Racers will play Oral
Roberts University at 7:30 p.
m. in fieldhouse.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
First United M-ethodist
Church Women's Circles will
meet as follows: Ruth Wilson
with Mrs. J. B. Wilson, 305
North Sixth Street at 7:30 p.m.
and Wesleyan with Mrs.
Gordon Moody, 525 South
Sixth Street, at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, February 10
In observance of Black
History Week, four Black
films will be shown at the MSU
Student Center auditorium at
six p. m.
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Luna
Ernstberger at 9:30 a7 m.
Other homemakers clubs
scheduled to meet include




Newcomers Club will meet at
the First Christian Church .at
• Friday, February 11
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of






Sew bibs for baby or aprons
for young "artists" from an
old plastic shower curtain.
Binding around the 'edges and
ribbon for ties add a
Lunch for senior citizens decorative. touch. The
will be served at the North recycled garments can be
Second Street Center at twelve wiped clean with a sudsy
noori with game day to follow, sponge or machine washed.
Remember, plastic articles
should only be dried on the
AIR setting of an automatic
dryer. — Judy - Hetterman,
Hickman.
Divorce is a common
problem in families, since one
marriage in four is ending in
divorce. Marriage breakdown
is always hard on children:
They may not always show
their distress, or realize at
first what this step will mean
to them. One of the often-
overlooked crises in divorce
occurs in the life of a child who
Sweetheart Banquet will be somehow gets the feeling that
held §t the Fellowship-Hall' of he is to 'blame. It would be
the First Baptist Church at unfortunate to cause the child
seven p. m. to feel that divorce is a
tragedy, or have either parent
become a martyr, but it is also
just as unfortunate to pretend
that there. are no. regrets, or
that divorce is so common that
it hardly matters. Divorce in
itself is neither a good nor a
Second night of Alpha i ibad thing; t s only what
Gamma Rho Tractor pull will human beings involved make
be at Livestock and Ex- • of it. It is possible for parents
position Center at seven p. m. to make 'a success of their
Magic Silver Show of
photography. exhibition of 171
photographs will open at Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building, and
continue through Mardi 9.
Shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Larry L. Wilson and 21/2 year
old daughter, Terra Jo, will be
at Hazel Community Center
from three to six p. m. They
lost their home and contents
by fire.
Skits and plays in ob-
servance of Black- History
Week at MSU will be at United
Campus Ministry building at
7:30 p. m.
7:30 p. m. with the program by Second night of Campus
Mrs. Harlan Hodges. I.ights will be at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at 8:15 p.
Independence United m.
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at seven p. Exhibitions of photography
m. by Kathryn Dugger, Qwen-
sboro, ceramics by Kathleen
Murray Chapter No. 92 D. Gallagher, Radcliff,, and
Royal Arch Masons and ceramics by Diane M.
Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal Friedrich, Louisville, will
and Select Masters will meet open at Clara M. Eagle
at the _Masonic flallat 7:394. Gallery, Price Doyle Fine .
Ails Center,
'divorce,. contipuing. to -show.
AMY alia'-cOn-
tin ue through February 23.
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at theiMurra4., Saturday, February 12
Woman's Club House at six p. Tractor pull will continue at
m. Livestock and Exposition
Center at seven p.m.
Ellis Center will be open for
senior citizens from ten a. m.
to three p. m. with lunch at
noon and table games at one p.
m.
Semi-Annual Tractor Pull
by Alpha Gamma Rho will
begin at seven p. m. in the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, Collsge
Farm Road.
Campus Lights will open at
8:15 p. m. at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU.
Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet
with Jackie Conley at 7:30
p.m.
Thursday, Febiluary 10
Murray B a s
Association will meet at
Jeffrey Gym, Calloway
County High School, at seven
p.m.
Friday, February 11
Shopping day for senior
citizens will be held with
persons to call 753-9725 by 9:15
a.m. for morning shopping
and by 11:30 a.m. for af-
ternoon shopping.
Third night of Campus
Lights will open at 8:15 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium,. MSU.
Winter Olympics, sponsored
by MSU and Murray Jaycees,.
will be from eight a.m, to
three p.m. in the MSU
Fieldhouse.
Young Married Class of
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
will have a potluck supper at
the home of Mr and Mrs.
Connie Morgan at 6:30 p. m.
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will have an important
call meeting to discuss
summer activities at ten a.m.
at the club.
Valentine - Banquet of
Ganuga Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will be held at
KenBer Inn at seven p.m.
In observance of Black
History Week at MSU a free
chili supper will be served
from two to Six p.m. at the
UCM building. Play, "Black,"
will be by Plymouth Inner City
Players at 7:30 p.m. in Student
Center auditorium, followed
by a dance at the UCM
building.
Marsha Horton Hostess For Meet
Of Gamma Gamma Chamer. BST
Marsha Horton was hostess
for the meeting of the Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi held at her home on
Thursday, January 27, with
twelve, members present.
The opening ritual was
repeated by the members with
IrPTI5rIBMI
LOURDES PATIENT
Joseph Jackson of Murray
has beenra patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PARIS SPEAKER
Dr. Carol F. (Corky)
Harrison, professor of speech
at Murray State University,
was guest speaker at the
meeting of the Rotary Club of
Paris, Term., on February 3.
He related amusing incidents
which have happened during





divorce_ even though the
marriage has failed. When
separation and divorce
become inevitable, the child
must know that the other
parent is not coming back.
The child needs to know that
both the parents love him no
matter what has happened
between the parents. Both
parents should, if possible,
play a vital part in their
children's lives, even after the
affection and concern for the
children. — Sue Fraser,
Bardwell.
FABRIC SELECTION
Know where to find fabric
labels and what kind of in-
formation they can give you.
Know how much you can
afford to pay. Know the width
of the fabric. Know how often
a repeat of pattern occurs.
This helps you to match, or
center, patterns. Know the
guarantees for such things as
shrinkage and colorfastness.
If the fabric is a printed
design, check to see if it is
printed on the straight-of-
grain. What is its per-
formance? Does it drape well?
Is it wrinkle resistant? Does it
stretch? — Mildred W. Potts,
LaCenter.
Terrariums are gardens
enclosed in glass. They may
be in any container that
transmits light; globes, fish
tanks and largy brandy
snifters often are used. Many
native and cultivated plants





jew are commonly planted.
Some of the plants that need
high humidity can be grown in
a terrarium when high
humidity cannofbe supplied in
the open air. Place it in a
location where it has bright
light, but never any direct
light sunlight. Turn the
terrarium occasionally so the
plants in it grow uniformly.
Beware of overwatering.
Water the terrarium only
often enough to keep the soil
moist. If the inside of the
container becomes fogged,
open the cover slightly to
ventilate the terrarium and
allow the excess water to




have a hinged presser foot are ,
able to safely stitch over pins,
as long as you slow down a bit
when you are going over a pin
If you have been relying on
basting to get you over tricky
stitching areas, you might try
pinning as an acceptable'
substitute and time saver
providing your machine has
the hinged foot. — Dean
Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield.
+++++
LEISURE TIME Most of us
think we don't have any
leisure time but we have much
more than we realize. Leisure
time is the portion of available
free time devoted' to self-
chosen activities as crafts,
handiwork, reading,' making
pickles. etc. It is that time
during which we may choose
whatever we wish to do.
Leisure is a marvelous
freedom when we learn to use
it for self-fulfilling and self
enriching values. — Juanita
Amonett, Paducah.
. +++++, - -
Use only clean eggs with
sound shells in any recipe in
which eggs are not thoroughly
cooked, such as egg-milk
drinks, • soft-cooked eggs,
poached eggs, scrambled
eggs, omelets, uncooked salad
dressing, ice cream,
meringues, soft custards or
puddings cooked on the top of
the eange. Cracked or soilea
eggs' may contain harmful





washers and dryers in
basements and garages, or gar-
bage cans outdoors, can reduce
damage from dampness.
Build the platform as you
would a pallet, spacing boards
or 2x4-inch • lumber over
crosspieces, which can be 2x4s,
2x6s or 2x8s. depending on the
height desired.
Decay-resistant western red
cedar is superior for this use.
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Miss Patti Miller Is
Honored. Linen Shower
Miss Patti Miller, bride-
elect of Carl -Hosford.-,was
honored with a linen bridal
shower held on Thursday,
February 3, at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Miss Martha
McKinney on Clarkshire
Drive.
The honoree chose to wear
an ensemble of brown slacks
with printed sweater. She was
Sigmas To .11eet
it Holiday inn
The Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have its sweetheart banquet
on Monday, February 14, at
six p. m. at the Holiday Inn.
Members please note the
change in meeting place.
Reservations for members
and guests should be made by
calling the Sigma hostesses
who are Mrs. Charles
Walston, Mrs. Ed Carroll,
Mrs. John Gregory, Mrs. Gary
Marquardt, and Mrs. Richard
Stout.
presented a eorsage of white
carnations tipped in red by the
hostess, Miss itfrK,inney.
Miss Miller opened her gifts.
Games were directed by the
hostess.
The theme of Valentine's
Day was used in the
decorations for the refresh-
ment table which was overlaid
with a white lace cloth over
red. Red punch, cake in the
shape of a heart, Valentine
cookies, and other candies
were served.
Twelve persans were
present or sent gifts. The
hostess and her mother, Mrs.
John McKinney, presented the
honoree . a white thermalb
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Marilyn Houston of
Murray Route Three has been
















It Costs So Little 'Save cA
A Professional 8x 10
Color Portrait only 88c
• Choose from our selection of eight scenic
and color backgrounds.
• Select additional portraits and save up to
compared to 1975 prices.
• See our new large Decorator Portrait.
• Your complete satisfaction guaranteed or
your money cheerfully refunded.
No obligation to buy additional portraits
One sitting per subject—Si per subject for
additional subjects, gioups. or individuals in
the same family. Persons under 18 must be
accompanied by parent or guardian.
Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Feb. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
Daily: 10 AM - PM
Sat: 10 AM - 6 PM
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Bridge Luncheon Scheduled For,




By Abigail Van Buren
1977 try Ch.cago 1•,,t,,,,•N 1' News Syncl Inc
DEAR ABBY: I -am jealous of my younger sister. She's
16 and I'm 18. She's prettier than I am and has a great
figure, and I'm too fat. She's also smarter thin I am.
She even has more personality and character than I have.
(She's an extrovert and I'm an introvert.)
She has lots of friends and I don't have any. How can I
get over feeling so jealous?
JEALOUS
DEAR JEALOUS: Its apparent that you have a veil&
low opinion of yourself. First, quit competing with your sis-
ter and do the most with what you have. You can improve
your appearance by diet and exercise, and by trying to look
as good as you can. Everyone can't be beautiful, but anyone
can be attractive and well-groomed.
You can develop a more appealing personality by getting
out of your shell and showing a genuine interest in others.
Improve your character by listening to your conscience and
acting accordingly.
Pray for the strength and determination to carry out the
above self-improvement program, and you'll have nothing
to be jealous about. Write again in six months and let me
know how you're doing. I care.
DEAR ABBY: Last week I got a call from a man named
Micky, asking me to tell my husband to stay away from his
wife, Carol. He said a friend of my husband's had tipped him
off. •
When I asked my husband about it, he denied everything
and said he didn't even know a "Carol."
A few nights later the same man called to say that his
wife had confessed to having an affair with my .husband.
She said it was the first time she ever did anything 'like
that, and she promised never to see my husband again.
Again I spoke to my husband and again he denied every
thing. He said someone must be playing a joke on me. Well,
my husband has stepped out on me in the past, but the last
time I caught him, ht, put his hand on the Bible and swore
he'd rte-v-er _do-it again-. -
I don't know who to believe. This Micky sounded very
sincere and said he wanted to keep his marriage together
because they have small children.
Abby, I have to get to the bottom of this. How do I go
about it? Are lie detector machines available to rent? Have
you any advice'?
NEEDS TO KNOW
DEAR NEEDS: If you COULD rent a lie detector ma-
chine which is unlikely), I'd advise you to skip it. Bettor
get the Bible out and ask your husband to renew his
promise.
DEAR ABBY: I'm dating this girl I care for a lot, and she
claims it's mutual, but here's the problem: She smokes and
I don't, and her smoking really bugs me. , 
She promised she'd stop smoking if I grew a mustache
Well. I grew one, but she's still smoking.
Please tell me how to deal with this annoying situation.
TOM IN FLUSHING, N.Y.
DEAR TOM: You could resign yourself to' the fact that:
la) your girl's promises are about as permanent as smoke;
16) she's hooked and won't quit for you or anybody else.
Or you could get rid of the mustache AND the girl.
CONFIDENTIAL TO YOU: St. Valentine's Day is just
around the corner, so be a sweetheart and take a shut-in
out for a drive, invite a "single" over to relieve his for herl
loneliness or send someone you like • funny card, some
flowers or a little gift. Or call someone you love and say,




















Give A Plant That11 Grow
As Your Love Grows!
Plants In All Shapes & Sizes
From994 tos3995
Open 1-5 Sunday For
All Late ValentineShoppers!




Plans for the March First
annual bridge luncheon of the
Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club were
made at the regular meeting
of the department held on
Thursday, February 3, at the
club house.
Verble Yates and Myrtle
Douglas will be co-chairmen
for the special occasion to be
held Tuesday, March 1, at
12:30 p.m. Tickets are three
dollars pen persqn and may be
reserved by calling Billie Hall;
753-7886, or Zula Sykes, 753.
3002.
The department chairman,
Doris Cella, presided at the
meeting. She announced that
plans for beautification of the
entrance to the new city-
county park for which funds









Discount Program is now
available. All Senior Citizens
that live in Murray or
Calloway County, who are 60
years of age or older are
eligible for a discount card.
There are 58 participating
merchants in Murray and
Calloway County who are
giving discounts to Senior
Citizens. The discounts range
from five per cent to as high as






Senior Citizens are asked to
donate a sum of $2.00 per card.
This money is used to cover
the costs of the program as
well as matching funds and






Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular meeting at the
lodge hall on Tuesday,
February 1, at seven p.m. with
Susan Cates as worthy advisor
and Sybil Lasater as mother
advisor.
Members present were
April Perry, Susan Cates,
Rhonda Sledd, Marie Vella,
Lagena James, Deidra
FOLSOM, Kathy Black, Vickey
Weatherford, Greta Tim-
merman, Diane McMillen,
Donna Smith and Lana
Lasater.




Lasater, June Crider, Max
Weatherford, and Marilyn
Weatherford.
The next meeting will be





banquet for the youth of the
First Baptist Church will be
held Friday, February 11, at
seven p.m. in the Fellowship
Hall of the church.
Special guests will be Jack
Crook and Mark Barnett,
according to Bill Wilson,
minister of youth at the
church.
The meal will be potluck
with each person bringing one
dish. The coil will be $1.50 per
couple or $1.00 per person. .
Persons may call the church
at 753-1854 for reservations.
From'en Of Oaks
Club To Meet
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will hold a called
meeting on Saturday,
February 12, at ten a.m. at the
Oaks Club.
Plans for the summer ac-
tivities for the ladies at the
club will be discussed and all
Members and especially the
new officers are urged to
attend, a spokesman said.
There are goats in Tennessee
and Mississippi that actually
fall into a dead faint at any
loud sound — a thunderclap,
an engine starting up, even
the clatter of a food bucket.
The cause is not cowardice,
however, but an inherited
nerve disorder. ,
It is felt that the Senior
Citizens who avail themselves -
of this program will see their
$2.00 returned .to them many
times over from the money
they will save with these
discounts.
The - Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens, Inc.
would like to thank all the
participating merchants in
this program for their kind
and generous support, of-
ficials said.
The discount cards can be
picked up at the office at 205 S.
7th Street, Murray. Any
Senior Citizen desiring more
information can contact Alan
Blaustein at 753-0929.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Henry presented a most in-
formative program on
"Planting and Propagating:" •
They are avid gardeners and
horticultural enthusiasts and
have several interesting craft
hobbies as well.
The couple gave helpful .
instruction to enable plant
lovers to reproduce expensive
plants for gifts and outdoor
plantings. Samples of various
progagating media were given
by the couple. They included:
A Mixture of two parts ver-
miculite, two parts perlite,•
and one part shredded
spagnum moss as- recom-
mended for planting seed; for
general potting„purchased
potting soil with three parts
Mil with' one part vermiculite
or perlite added.
Mr. Henry demonstrfited
making stem-tip cuttings from
plants such as geraniums,
begonias, coleus, etc., and leaf
cuttings---frOm Such plants—iis
African violets, sansviera,
etc. Propagation of shrubs by
layering and of certain indoor
plants as rubber plant,
schefflera, croten, by air-
layering was also demon-
strated. Mrs. Henry gave




Byrn, Ann Fisher, Clovis
Jones, Artie Morris, Adele





Potting small plants for table decorations and prizes at the bridge luncheon to be
held Tuesday, March 1, at 1130 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House were, left to
right, Myrtle Douglas, Zula Sykes, Verble Yates, Mimi Jordan, Closer Cotham, and Ruth
Wilson, members of the Garden Department of the club, sponsor of the special es ent.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Lottie Watson of 1103
Poplar, Murray, has been
dismissed from the Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah..
PADUCAH PATIENT
Elizah Salentine of Almo
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Michael Brun of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Lover!
You'll Love The Wide Selection of Gifts at the
i Choose A Gift From The Tropic Mode Of 4
Samba° Or A Tropical House Plant
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CHICKEN LIVERS lb 594




Fields Regular Or All Beef
WIENERS lb  794
Vlasic Hamburger






DA%V N Giant 22 oz. 754
PUREX BLEACH 9l.63
Southern Gem
LIMAS 15oz 4/$1 es°
454
Kelly -15 oz.
CHILI with Beans "
Premium




































3 lb. bag 69
FROZEN FOODS -,..
Taste-O-Sea Batter Dip Fresh
FISH FILLET  12 oz. 99
Banquet Macaroni & Cheese or
Spaghetti With Meat Sauce
POT PIES MIX 07 Match 8 oz. 4/99
Frosty Acres
DONUTS 14 oz.  794
F1011-it Gold I 69CM5eidba JUIC
Pride of Illinois
Cream Style White or









Coffee 1 lb. Can
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The Tale Of A Whale
About a century ago, oil came
from whales.
As the demand for whale oil
in an ever more populous and
industrialized country rose, the.,
supply of whales shrank.
Conservationists were rightly
concerned about the future of
the whale, and whalers were
rightly concerned ,-about the
future of their business. The
diminishing supply, coupled
with the increasing demand.
kept boosting the price of whale
oil. Rather than setting a
ceiling on the price of oil,
taxing it, or rationing it, the
price was allowed to rise —
going from $0.43 per gallon in
1823 to $2.55 per gallon by 1866.
The high price of whale oil
Had two effects. First, it
prompted the consumer ( in his
own self interest ) to conserve
what supply there was. Second,
it provided incentive to invest
in an entirely new and as yet
undeveloped industry, that of
petroleum.
Petroleum was first taken
from the ground in 1859, but not
until the whale oil crisis
reached its. peak did it become
profitable to undertake mass-
scale drilling. Once the drilling
operations were economically
feasible, the petroleum in-
dustry began to thrive in the
freedom of a relatively un-
controlled market. By 1867
kerosene outsold whale oil and
the whale oil prices tumbled.
Whale oil lamps soon became
obsolete, and the nation entered
a new era of modern fuel.
A lot has changed since 1867.
The last hundred years or
have seen the most rapid
technological advance in the
history of man. But just as
whale oil priced itself out of the
market and opened the way for
a superior fuel, the same could
happen to petroleum.
Wt-ly not move ahead through
the proven dynamics of free-
market competition to the
development of cleaner and
virtually unlimited sources of
energy — such as solar and
geothermal? The need and the
technological opportunities
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_ Executive Vice President
United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE STATE OF THE WORLD
While the country's attention is
focused on the devastating effects of the
worst winter weather in a century,
Americans cannot afford to ignore
ominous developments affecting
foreign and military policy.
Indeed, in view of the existing and
emerging communist and
revolutionary threats, the state of the
world is as much a concern of the
American people as the state of the
nation.
President Carter has entered office at
a time when the United States has great
need of a vigorous foreign policy,
strongly keyed to its national interests.
All signs, however, point to a weak
international posture. Though the
communist regime in Vietnam is
driving former South Vietnamese into
"reeducation" camps — a
euphemistic term for concentration
camps, Andrew Young, the new U. S.
ambassador to the United Nations,
wants America to recognize the new
Red Vietnam.
Guerilla forces based in the People's
Republic of Mozambique are stepping
up terrorist war in Southern Africa, but
the new State Dept. team is determined
to increase prewAre on anti-communist
Rhodesia and South Africa — major
sources of strategic metals for the
United States.
If ever there was a need for a strong
moral position on the part of the United
States, it is with regard to the evil of
Soviet totalitarianism. Tragically,
President- Carter announced Jan. 30
that he was "unsure" whether it was
just to condemn the Soviet Union for its
harassment of Andrei Sakharov, the
leader of Soviet dissidents. In making
this comment, he signaled to Moscow
that he wouldn't give moral support to
those in the communist world who seek
freedom from oppression.
Believers in a strong foreign and
military policy also are alarmed at the
appointment of Paul Warnke, former
defense adviser to Sen. George
McGovern, as head of the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency. Mr_ Warnke
is a consistent foe of a strengthened
free world defenses.
On the Panama Canal front, reports
from Washington indicate that the new
administration intends to push ahead
with a new treaty that will give the
Panamanian regime what it wants at
the expense of y. S. security.
Americans Oncerned about foreign
policy also are distrubed about
developments at the State Department
— always the soft spot in the U. S.
Cyrus
Vance recruited second-echelon
goverrur4nst. Secretary of State 
assistants .who are well-known soft-
liners on foreign policy, such al
Anthony Lake, the new head of the
Policy Fanning Council, and Richard
Holbrook, a former editor of Foreign
Policy.
Mr. Lake, a forner Kissinger aide,
was a bitter foe of U. S. intervention in
Cambodia-intervention which was
aimed at striking the communists'
qsrivileged.,sanctilary in. that country.
HARRIGAN
Believers in a policy of firm resistance
to communist and. aggressive Third
World regimes have no confidence in
the readiness of Messrs. Lake and
Holbrooke, for example, to give
President Carter tough, realistic ad-
vice. Both have close ties to the dovish
Carnegie Endowment For Inter-
national Peace.
It is important to bear in mind that
freedom and civilization hang by a
thread. As Vermont Royster, former
editor of The Wall Street Journal said in
a recent essay, "civilization has in fact
stood on the razor's edge between
preservation and destruction" for
thousands of years. The barriers bet-
ween civilization and barbarism "have
always been fragile," he added.
The pressures against the free world
have never been more intense. The
Soviet Union has vastly augmented its
strategic and conventional military
forces in recent years. Revolutionary
--groups and terrorist organizations are
trying to destroy civilized governments
from Southern Africa to the Middle
East, and from North Asia to Smith
America.
The key to survival of freedom and
civilizations is the will of the United
States. It is imperative that the people
speak out early in the Carter ad-
ministration and let the President know
that they reject a policy-of weakness.
Bible Thought
And when he was at the place, he
said unto them, Pray that ye enter
not into temptation. Luke 22:40.
When prayer ceases, temptations
begin Satan will tempt to bring out




Man is fortunate in that he can live
almost anywhere in any awful
climate — and still remain healthy. All
he needs is necessity and deter-
mination. It ,helps, too, in putting up
with horrible weather if there is money
in it; which is to say, more people live
where it's too hot, too cold, too wet, too
windy or too much.
The Murray
Ledger ‘Ni Times
\ The. Miu\riy Ledger a, Tunes 1.3 publishde
every afte 
un 
except Sundays. July 4, Christ-
mas Day. N * Year Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newkpapers. Inc.. l03 N. Sth,St Murray,
Ky 42071
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas' served by
carriers, $2 25 per month, payable m advance
By mail in CallowayCounty and to Benton, Har-
ydin. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington.%) , and
Parts. Buchanan and Purytiar, Tenn., $1150 per
Year. By mail to other destinations, Vita Per
year.
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
FPC Electric Bill Survey ,
The Federal Power Commission has Issued its newest quarterly survey of
electric bills in 29 cities nationwide. Nash% ille, which represents the -Tennessee
Valky region it, the survey. continues to rank among the kiwest levels of electric
bills. •
Nashville Electric Service is one of Itict local municipal and cooperative
electric systems distributing TVA power, and applirs thr TVA R-2 residential
rate.
The /PC survey shows monthly electric bills in October for 500
kilowatthours of electricity, a level of use ioughly typical for a home not using
electricity for water heating, winter heat. Of StrallEtler air-conditioning. Typical
home use in the Fe n n es see Valley is much higher because of these uses, and,cati
reach several thousand kilowatthours for electric heating in a winter month.
FPC SaRVEY OF BILLS IN 29 CITIES














































A by Sen. Richard Weiaenberger
WEISENBERGER
Kentucky lawmakers took a giant
step toward changing one of the most
unfair taxes during the recent special
ssion— the usagetax onautorpobiles.
House Bill 4, co-sponsored by Rep.
Kenny Imes of Murray, could result in a
reduction of the usage tax on the pur-
chase of new automobiles. It received
overwhelming support from General
Assembly members and could possibly
become effective next summer.
It all hinges on action by the federal
government, which has iiroposed, but
not approved, a decrease in the federal
gasoline tax of one cent per gallon. If
enacted, the federal government will
either give the one cent per gallon
IIEARTliNf
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
.columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: lam 58 years old and I
am drawing my civil service pension
am also a widow and very lonely. DI
you know of any pen pal clubs for
people my age? R.O.
ANSWER: Heartline has developed a
pen pal club for people over 50 years old
called Heartline's American 60 Club
For complete information and an ap-
plication for this club write: Heartline
— American 60 Club, 114 E. DaytonCt
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please
enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
envlope.
HEARTLINE: I am receiving Social
Security benefits' and will soon divorce
my wife. Her child of a previous
marriage is receiving benefits as rm
stepchild. Will the divorce cause his
benefits to end? J.L.
ANSWER: No, as long as the eland is
already receiving benefits priol- to the
divorce. If the divorce had occurred
before the child was eligible to receive
benefits, then Social Security would not
consider him to be your stepehrtd and
he could not later receive benefits.
If you became unmarried due to your
wife's death, rather than a divorce,
Social Security will always consider
him your stepchild regardless of when
the death occurred,
HEARTLINE: What is required to
obtain waiver of premium on a
National Service Life Insur,ance policy
and can it be retroactive? OyD.
ANSWER: Waiver of National
Service Life Insurance premiums may
be granted when the insured becomes
totally disabled before his-her 65th
birthday and the disability continued
for six Or more months while the in-
surance premiums were still being
paid. .
Total ' disability is defined as any
impairment of mind and body which
continuously renders it impossible for
the insured to be gainfully employed.
Waiver can be retroactive up to one
year if the six-month,. requirement is
met.
ofederal road fund and place it
revenue to the state, or take it fr .
m the
general fund.
In either case, the state will benefit to _
the tune of $18 to $20 million per year.
The legislature decided 'to pass this
windfall on to the consumer by
reducing the usage tax. Under the
present law, the purchaser of a new car
must pay usage tax based on the sticker
price of a new car with no allowance
made for actual purchase price or
trade-in allowance.
Under the provisions of House Bill 4,
if the federal government lowers its
gasoline tax by a penny, purchasers
will be required to pay tax only on the
difference between the sticker price
and the trade-in value of the used auto.
Both the new and used vehicles would
have to be registered in Kentucky and
the prices used in the computation
would be the manufacturers suggested
retail price, oi_f_:_the new car and the
"reference manual" value for the
trade-in allowance on the used car.
This is not exactly a total solution to
the unfair tax burden, but it goes a long
way toward solving the problem. A
more reasonable plan would be to
charge only on the cash difference
evidenced -by an affidavit to be signed
by both the dealer and the purchaser.
The decrease in the federal gasoline
tax is due to the impending completion
of the nationwide interstate highway
system which began under the
Eisenhower administration in the early
1950's. It was established to help pay for
the costly system.
To further clarify matters, it should
be pointed out that House Bill 4 has no
effect if the federal tax is not reduced,
or if the federal government should
decide to pass the savings directly on to
the consumer by reducing the price of
gasoline one cent per gallon. Congress
—is scheduled to act on the proposal prior
. to July 1,1977. '
Of all the complaints I receive daily
from constituents, the Cage tax clearly
is the most unpopular and the one
mentioned most often. It's a bitter pill
to swallow when you pay, say, $2,000
plus „trade-in on a shiny new car and
then get hit for another $300 or so in
usage tax when you register it. Mother
words, the full five per cent ort the new
car -with.° allowance for the trade-in. -
Hopefully, the federal 'government
will lower its tax and clear the way for
Kentuckians to get a better deal at
trade-in time.
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Murray Ledger & Times Editor-
Today's column originally appeared
as an editorial in the Santa Ana Ca.
Register.
We feel it's wodlt repeatio4, soliere it
is:
There are three major stages to all
federal grants:
First, the grant is received amidst
plaudits and expressed gratification for
the "free" funds to carry out this or
that pet pr,oject.
Next, come the controls with
regulation plied upon regulation
couched, usually, in bureaucratic
bafflegab.
And, last, repayment, by the tax-
payers, in dollars for the dimes or
quarters received by the local
authorities in the form of the grants.
Comment can be skipped on the first
stage since, in retrospect, it becomes
only bait for the attached hooks which
sink ever more deeply into the victims.
It is with the second stage that
disillusionment begins to appear. The
..0
celerates and local entities soon find
themselves inundated. The "Sword of
Damocles" hangs over the heads of
n9.1/T-.9linthers_...12.v.. the ..threrui „and ,.
threat, of funding cut-off. And, even
with the funds cut-off, the demands for
reporting to the regulators may not
cease.
A segment of society, finally
beginning to wake up, is making some
of the loudest complaints. Colleges and
universities are finding that they are
spending millions every year on paper
work alone trying to satisfy the
unending demands of the federal
bureaucracies controlling the grants.
One university head labelled it
"bureaucratic blackmail:"
There is an element of poetic justice
here, since leaders in higher education
have often been in the front ranks of
grant grabbers. This generation of
educationists has not been noted for a
reticence in seeking funds lifted from
the taxpayers by the feds.
red tape and controls _Tay start as a Obviously, they should _have. .been
trickle at first, but the pace soon ac- learning, then teaching, the economic
facts of life concerning proliferating
bureaucracy. Certainly, there was
plenty of historic documentation for
them to utilize.
The-third major stage slips in almost
unnoticed but with devastating
potential to bankrupt us all. For the
"grants" were only made possible by
debt—And the repayment of com-
pounded federal debt reduces to
compounded losses, to the taxpayers,
via. direct .taxes...a.nd the indirect WS of
inflation.
10 Years Ago
Calloway Country- -Judge Hall
McCuiston reported to the February
Grand Jury for the current term of
Circuit Court with Judge Richard Peek
-presiding that the- Weal, 'Court Tot`
Calloway County had received the deed
for a lot at North -Third and, Walnut
Streets_for the site to Wilda new county.
Nancy, Hart, Gail Kemp, Joyce
Hopkins, Mary Lee Brownfield, Janie
Reed, Martha Ladd, Gayle Canady,
Anna Marie Dobbins, Laura Whayne,
Sandra Orten, Debby Smith, Debby
Moore, Patsy Russell, Kathy Recker
and Diane Hornsby 'were Murray Girl
Scouts making a trip to Frankfort and
meeting with Gov. and Mrs. Edward
Breathitt. They were accompanied by
Mrs. Charles Kemp, leader, and Lynn
Whayne, senior aid.
Deaths reported include Bill D.
Glover,age46rafid-Mrs,ilane Shaw.
The_ Calloway County High School
Beta Club heard a special Valentine
program by Jerry Mac : Burkeen,
William Ross, Celia Taylor, Billy
Wilson, and Glen Chaney at the meeting
with David Belcher, president,
presiding and Mrs. Myrtle Jones as
sponsor.
Folgers coffee 'is advertised at 69
cents a one pound can in the ad for
Swann's Market this week.
20 lears Ago
Mayor George Hart is pictured as he
presented Miss Jan Weatherford and
Dr. Clell Peterson with the "Best
Drivers" trophies who won the
recognition in the Event sponsored by
the Daughters of the American
Revolution. The City Police picked the
best drivers and Rebecca Divine is
state traffic chairman for theDAR.
Murray Boy Scouts got some first
hand information on just how the city
and county governments are operated_
The occasion was the Murray Rotary
Club, Government Day in which
Boy Scouts assumed both city and
county offices for a day after being
guests of Rotary Club for lunch at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Miss Joanna Allbritten and Buddy
Sykes, son of Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Sykes,
were married January 25 at the Wine of
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Wendell Allbritten.
Births reported_ include a girl, Teresa
Faye, to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth E. Todd
on -January 21, a boy, -Bryan Russelly to
Mr. and Mrs. Russell W. Terhune on
January 23, and a boy, Michael Eddie,




By The Associated Press
Today is 54ednesday, Feb. 9, the 40th
day of 1977. There are 325 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
chi this date in 1825, the House of
Representatives elected John. Quincy
Adams President after an election in
which none of the candidates received-
an electoral majotity.
On this date:
In 1718, French colonists arrived in
1 kuisia na
In 1773, William Harrison, the ninth
American President, was born in
Charles City County, Va.
In 1870, the.U.S. Weather Bureau was
established.
In 1942, the former French liner
' 'Normandie" burned and capsized at a
New York pier as it was being outfitted
as a troop transport.
In 1943, the World War II battle of
Guadalcanal in the Pacific ended iw4en
American victory.
In 1962, Jamaica became an in-
dependent nation within the British
Commonwealth.
Ten years ago: Secretary of State
Dean fiusk rejected North Vietnam's
call for an unconditional halt to U.S.
bombing. •
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon said the world was closer to a
stable peace because„ his ad-
ministration was dealing with what he
called the "opportunities of tomorrow."
One year. ago: Patricia Hearst
testified at her trial that she took part in
a bank robbery only because she was
threatened with death.
-Today's -birthdays: Former
Secretary. of State- Dean Rusk is 68.
Spirrtsrnati Bill V eeck is 6.3.....
Thought for today: Education. is the
ability to listen to almost anything
without losing your temper or your self-
confidence. Poet Robert Frost.
Let's Stay Well
Q: Mr DR would like infor-
mation about corneal
transplants He wants to know if
more operations are being done
and whether eye donations con-
tinue to be needed.
A: The number if corneal
transplants has been increasing
More eyes have been available
from donors. so the waiting
pernxi for surgery, is not that
long. However. -a shortage of
donations persists
Eyes must be removed within
four hours after the death of the
donor and placed in an eye bank
or transplanted to the recipient
If necessary, the donor's tissue.
Eye Donors Needed
By FJ L Blasingame
Cary\ be preserved for up to four
it a vi,
Sources ve people killed in
accidents, patients undergoing
operations that carry a high
fatality rate or those dying of
,certain diseases The source of
\he donor tissue is never made
known to the recipient
.aSome states have a program
thlit allows motorists to indkate
on their driver's licenses th,at
they v.tstr•trr donate organs, ih-
eluding eyes, fro! transplant -
I suggest that you ask yout
physician for additional :dor-
' mation or call a hospital in your
community or your local Society




Q: Mrs BH states that she
and her husband are planning
an aatomobile tour of Europe
They expect to follow the custom
of drinking wine with lunch and -
dinner. but friends have cau-
tioned them about thi severe
penalties in Europe for lvmg a
car after drinking _ Mi B H
asks if wine vaith meals might
cause a problent.
A: In gene.riii. penalties for
driving, an automobile after
drinking, even after drinking
wine, are much more severe in
Europe than -they are in the
United States.
•
Wine with dinner after no
more driving is to he done will
probably be sufficiently digested -
before the next morning so that
no alcohol appears in your blood
But Norway requires that no
alcohol' - he consuIrned for sic
hours after a tem. in case
authorities want tr check the \
driver's blood for a 61
Some nations penalizealr pas- 1\
sengers who are riding with an
intmocated driver .
Drinking wine with your
meals may cause a,ptoem, and
it is preferable that yotibot drink
alcohol in any form if yoU are to
drive and tour
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Cold Wave Cuts Into
Supply Of Red Roses
By LOUISE COOK of ihipping Costs.
- 
Associated Press Writer ValeMi 
If you're thifiking of sending business ists. "It's the
ty means bigs;: 
your truelove a dozen long- largest singl&day sale 'of
-sterftrited---- --ted---_reses---for—flowers," said a 'spokesman
Valentine's Day next week, for Plaza Florists 'tn. New
. forget it. York. He urged consumer4o
. . The traditionally roma-ant' cheok withlocal florists ta
flowers — never in abundant out which blossoms are
supply in February — are readily available. "The closer
scarcer and more expensive to the supply, the better," he
than ever this year because of said.
the cold wave that hassnarled The romantic holiday also is
industry, 'agriculture and an important one for candy
everyday life for millions. - and card sellers. A spokesman
The Society of American for the National Association of
Florists says that the freeze in Greeting Card Publishers in
Florida, the lack of sunshine Arlington, Va., said Valen-
-ad- the *thcietate 1:143-'igthreond
gas to heat greenhouses has biggest holiday of the year for
limited stocks of several other the industry, behind ChriSt-
blossoms, including pompons mas.•
and baby's breath, used in N9 one knows exactly. how
bouquets. - , many Valentines are sent
The roses you dofind will every year, but Harry J.
--cost—Yoh -dart% -CoOper;- executiVe direclue of
Flowers in New York City, the association, said the total
longstenuned red roses will was in the millions. Cooper
-cost $2.50 each this year — $30 said sentimental cards are
a dozen. The same flowers List back and he said prices are
year cost $2 apiece. about the same_ as last year.
• Another New York florist, „ The cost of individual cards
• explaining that the-term long- - ranges from 25 cents to $4 and
•- stemmed is used for flowers $5 fqr the more elaborate
with stems ranging from 20 to varieties, he said.
- 32 inches, said a dozen red -If you've ruled out roses and
roses will run anywhere from want something more than a
$24 to $36, up 15 to 20 per cent card, there's always candy.
from last year. But it too will cost you more if
_ The florists group said its r you pick -anything with
-members area't even pushing chocolate, sime pities xi-
roses this year. Instead, they cocoa beans have been
-• are telling customers to stick soaring, offsetting decreases
to spring flowers such as in the cost of sugar.
tulips or daffodils, or settle for A spokesman for the
' a mixed bouquet. There is. a National Confectioners
fair supply of small roses, but Association in Chicago said
- red blossoms may be scarce. that a check of candy corn
Carnations grown in ponies showed a 'one-pound
Colorido where Ski resort assortment of chocolates in
operators are bemoaning the the traditional red satin box
- lack of snow — are abundant: _,..rierages about $5.50,to $5.75
- this year, but &you live in the this year. Last year, the range
--4East,-youl1 pay more-because waS151015.50. —
IRS Says Older Americans
Have Tax Credit Available - - -
LOUISVILLE — Certain be subtracted from the $11,000
taxpayers 65 years of age and - income received; giving
older-can-take-advantage-of a -$1,000....Hatf 01 the.$1,000, or
new, more liberal, tax credit $500, would then be subtracted
to reduce taxes on their 1976 from $3,750, to leave the $3,250
tax returns, the Internal on which the 15 per cent credit
Revenue Service said. _ .' is figured, the IRS said. _-
This new tax break, Taxpayers can find in-
retroactive to Jantiary 1,1976, formation on figuring the
is a credit based on all types of credit or having the IRS figure
income: For many taxpayers, it for them in the instructions
- the new credit can reduce furnished in the -tax--paekage
--Fakes by alarger amount-than mailed to them. Additional
a previous retirement income information appears in
, credit, because the old one Publication 524, "Tax Credit
was figured only on for the Elderly," available
retirentent income such as free by sending an order blank
pensions and annuities. The from the tax package to the
new credit, however, also IRS, or by calling a nearby
applies to earned income such IRS office. '
as,salaries and other pay, the InstituteIRS said.
65 or elder to be eligible for the
In addition to being at least- Is Seeking
credit, individuals must be ,
U.S.-citizens or residents, and intormation
- .,have income. Also, there are FRANKFORT — - It you
special rules for persons know of examples of citizens
receiving public retirement participating in making
, income even though they are decisions in their children's
' under 65. - school system, the Institute
Single persons and married for Responsive Education ,is
persims filing joint returns interested.
• (and only one spouse is 65 or The institute wants to
-7. older), are entitled to a credit identify promising practices
ef-15 per ce-nt of-up to $2000, to and-- - Ideas- --possible
a maximum of $375, the IRS publication in their magazine;
said. Citizen Action in Education,
; The credit is 15 per cent of which has 14,000 readers
up to $3,750 -2 to a maximum across the United States.
-of--$563- Winethand-and: 'AccoicTrig-1971;kiri-DaVfei,
wife who each Meet the age president of the institute, "We
requirement and file a joint want to find trends and
return. developments — new local or
The amotint on which -the - state proposals, programs,
- credit is figured iS reduced by
Social Security and Railroad
Retirement benefits dollar for
dollar, Thus, a couple
receiving .$Z500 ingo-ctal
-; Security benefits can _only
figure their sredit on 15 per
: cent of $1,250 4$3,750 minus
$2,500).
:'•• Another limitation on the
. . credit is the ceiling for total
income — $7,500 for single
persons, _and $10,000 for a
couple, the IRS pointed out.
When income is: above the
ceiling, the amount on which
the credit is figufkl is reduced
by $1.00 for every $2.00 above
the limit.
For example, if a couple had
income totalling $11,000, their
maximum credit would be 15
per cent of $3,259. First, the
$10,000 -income ceiling would
legislation; fundinrincentives
which ' encourage, or
discourage; more citizen




books, reports, and people
with interesting, ideas on the
subject are among the
examples of citizen par-
ticipation the institute is
trying to locate.
Anyone wishing to notify the
institute of citizen -par-
ticipation within their cony-
munity should contact Norm
Simms, Department of
Education,' Capital Plaza
Tower, Frankfort, Ky. 40601,
call (502) 564-4394.or contact
the institute direct)), at 704
Commonwealth Ave., Boston
Mass. 02215.
Jeans.- 30% to50% Off
KING'S DEN
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18 oz Box 794
Expires 2-15-77
Good Only Al Storey's
COUPON






kood Orly Al Slortfs
let Food Stomps,
Shopping Center
These Items On Display
Throughout The Store
Vlasic
Kosher Dills • gs 69'
Joan of Arc
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Limit 2 Per Customer With 7,30 Add. Pur.
Excluding Tobacco 8. Dairy Products.
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3 oz 1 94
IExpires 2-15. 77 .'
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Peanut Butter 89`











Lloyd McBride, seeking to
brush aside rebel Edward
Sadlowski in a bid for the
- presidency of the United
Steelworkers uniop, took an
unofficial 2-to-1 lead in early
election return si -
Both camps said more than
550,000 of the 1.4 million
members voted Tuesday, but
the turnout was not as heavy
as expected in the hotly
contested race to replace I. W.
Abel.
An Associated Press survey
gave McBride 143,000 votes to
85,451 for Sadlowski:with 2,584
of the union's 5,000 locals
reporting.
However, returns from
larger locals in the basic steel
industry, where Sadlowski
expected to do well, were not
yet available.
Unofficial .returns from
McBride's staff gave the 60-
year-old St. Louis resident
'154,010 votes to 90,685 for
Sadlowski with 2,656 locals
reporting.
"A McBride victory would
mean a continuation of stable
relations with our industries
and our membership," said
Abel, who made an ap-
pearance at McBride's
headquarters early today.
pit hallOt counting  in the
Sadlowski camp gave . the
challenger 'a 39781 to--93-,-479
lead on returns from 865
locals.
"McBride has spent a
career putting out liar's
figures," Sadlowski told
supporters at his Chicago
headquarters. But the
steelworkers have taken their
union back for the first time in
a quarter of a century."
Interest in the outcome
extends far beyond USWanion
halls.
As a contract pace-setter
and the largest member of the
AFL-CIO, the USW plays a
key role in the nation's labor
movement. What the union
wins at the bargaining table
can also influence the national
economy by affecting steel
production and prices.
The most glaring contrast
between the two candidates is
their approach to labor-
management relations.
McBride agrees with Abel that
a degree of cooperation with
Industry is necessary to create
stability that will benefit both
workers and businessmen.
A prirne example of that
philsophy is the onion's
Experimental Negotiating
- Agreement (ENA1'1 with the
major steel firms. ENA
prohibits a nationwide steel
strike in favor of binding
arbitration for unresolved
contract issues.
Sadlowski is bitterkb. op-
posed to ENA, calliVit a
sellout that strips the union of
its only viable weapon. He
pledged to abandon it if
elected.
'Our slaterepresents what
the rank and file on the shop
floor have been demanding for
years. Companies are scared
to death that we will win," he
said recently.
McBride expected to dowell
among older voters and in the
West, South and Canada. He
Conceded Sadlowski's
strength lies in the industrial
Northeast and Midwest,
where most of the union's
basic steel members — the
traditional pool of discontent
— are located.
If the election is close, it is
sure to be contested and that
could cause problems.
- i Basic steel negotations open
next Week and Abel said it's
possible thatthe preliminary
round might tie postponed if
the election's outcome is not
clear. He also said he'd quit
before- Ms scheduled June
retirement if Sadlowski wins.
Both the union and the
Department of Labor NO., e 401'
taken precaN2ns against
election chiclinery in an effort
to avert a challenge. •
Even so, a few hours after
the polls opened, Sadlowski's
camp said it began receiving
allegations of widespread vote




The 25th annual convention
of the National Sciente
Teachers Association ( NSTA1
will be held this year from
March 25-2S at - Convention
Center in Cincinnati, making
it easily accessible to Ken-
tucky scientists and teachers.
Featured speakers will be
anthropologist Margaret
Mead, behaliorial
psychologist B. F. Skinner,
and director of the Salk In-
stitute for Biological Studies,
Jonas Salk.
NSTA is the world's largest
organization dedicated to
improving science education
nn It levels Memilovshjp is
open to anyone interested in
furthering sciente -education.
The conventions "form a
showcase of informed,
disciplined individuals intent
on the improvement of science
edOcation and dedicated to the
scientific enterprise," said
'Sylvia K. Shugrue, NSTA
president.
. NM's more than 40,000
members are science teachers




scientists; and business and
industry representatives.
Non-members are also
invited to participate in
convention activities. The
deadline , for advanced
registration is Feb. 18, 1977.
Kentucky residents wishing
further information on the
convention should contact
Frank Howard, Science
Consultant, 1817 Capital Plaza
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Treat her to a new hair do from
juDon's Beauty \Salon or give her
something from our completelline
of accessories from fulion's gags ,,
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KEY PLAY-One of the key plays In the Mottoy-fttgk win Tuesday come here. Brett Nat-court
(11) of the Tigers drives the lane and scores on a three-point ploy with 2:20 left in the game,
putting Murray within striking distance at 69-66. Raymond Sims (10) later hit a bucket to make it
a one-point lead then Bill McHugh (23) gave Murray the win with his bucket with 60 seconds left.
Also in the picture ore George Phelps (SS) of the Marshals and Fronk Gilliam (52) of the Tigers.
(Staff Motes by Mills Ilmindo.1
Tall And Talented Tans To
Visit Murray State Tonight
By JOE TOM ERWIN
Murray State's Racers, 15-5
overall and 7-2 and .in second
place in the Ohio Valley
Conference after weekend
wins over Eastern Kentucky
and Morehead, will play Oral
Roberts at Murray tonight.
- Oral Roberts is 16-5 against




Illinois State. Kansas, and
Virginia Tech.
M urraY.;-- and- - ORU - have
played two common op-
ponents, Kansas and Austin
Peay. Murray lost to Kansas
by 15 and to Austin .Peay by 19.
ORU lost to Kansas by six and
Austin Peay by four. The
ORU-Austin Peay _game was
in Tulsa while Murray and
Austin Peay played. at
Clarksville. •Both the Racers
and the Titans played -at
Kansas.
Murray Coach Fred Overton
called the Titans "a really
tough opponent, solid in all
pliases of the game." He said
the Racers could gain some
national attention by beating
the Titans but wondered if his
team could get up to play such
a strong team in the middle of
the Ohio Valley Conference
schedule.
-Orat ituberts has - the
. nation's second leading scorer
in Anthony Roberts who was
averaging 3_1.4 paints at the
last NCAA statistical report.
-Roberts is a 6-6 senior forward
from Chattanooga, Tenn. The
Titans also have one of the
tallest players in the country
in 7-5 freshman center John
Hollinden of Evansville, Ind.
He is injured and will not play.
however. .
Mike Muff, Who had 24
points and 15 rebounds against
Morehead. leads the Racers in
scoring with an -18.1 a -.-erage.
Grover Woolard who had
scored 24 points against"
Austin Peay and 22 against
Eastern Kentucky before
slumping to . 10 against
Morehead, has averaged 15.6.
Zach Blasingame, the team's
best percentage shooter, has
averaged 11.0, Jimmy Warren
9.9, John Randall 9.1, Donnell
Wilson 6.3. Danny Jarrett 2.7,
and Lenny Barber 2.7.
Muff also leads the team in
rebounding with 8.7 a game.
Woolard leads in assists with
90.
Overton was elated with the
Racer .sweep of Eastern and
Morehead but . said that the
more games his team won, the
more i'mportant it became to
keep winning.
"I thought at one time I'd be
happy with a winning season,
and then -with a shot at the
league first division and a
• ROUGH ON THE HEAD-Bill McHugh gets smocked in the
head as he goes inside the baseline. Guarding McHugh from
rhe front is a high-leaping Greg.Schwingkommer while George
Phelps (55) and Monty Moss (12) watch.
.(Staff Photasby Mao Itraattrie)
place in the tournament. Now,
we're thinking about a con-
ference championship. And
it's certainly not out of otF
-reach if we play to our
potential and' get a break or
two."
Following the Oral Robert
game, the Racers have a
tough road -trip to East Ten-
nessee and 'Tennessee Tech
this, -weekend, return to
Murray for a game with
Western Kentucky Feb. 19,
play at Middle Tennessee Feb.
21, and Close out the season
against league-leading Austin




In a previously unreported
game played Monday night at
Calvert City, the Murray High
girls' basketball team was
upset 46-41 by Marshall
County.
-The Tigers were in serioes
foul trouble throughout the
game. , -
After the first quarter of
play, the Marshals held a 17-11
lead and by intermission, had
stretched the margin out to 11
at 27-16. - -
Murray roared back to
outscore the Marshals 17-10 in
the third frame and trailed
only 37-33 going into the last
quarter. But-- in the last
quarter, senior forward
Tarrutn.y Boone picked up her
fifth foul and. 6-2'2 senior
center Denise Bumphis had
four fouls.
As .a result, the Marshals
were able to work the ball
inside: They were also able to
hit the free throws when they
.,needed them. The Marshals,
hit on 14 -of--n) from the free
throw line.
Smith fired in 18 points to
pace the Marshals while
Burnphii scored 15 for Murray
and Marlene Farrell 11.
The- Tiger girls, now 7-3 on
the season, will get a shot at
revenge next Wednesday





















Tigers Score Miraculous Win
Over Marshall County, 70-69
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Yoli,ve probably heard it
said a million times,
espekiaIly after the_hdtnetown
team loses, that it was "mere
like playing seven men than it
was five."
In that case, the people are
talking about the officials.
But when Murray High
School plays and beats
someone, it's usually always
seven men. And the officials
have nothing to do with it.
Such was the ease at Benton
Tuesday night as Murray
'came back from the dead to
score a Miraculous 70-69 win
over Marshall County before a
capacity crowd.
"I've said it over and over
and- - over-," Murray-Righ
coach Cary Miller said.
"We have a starting seven.
We are very fortunate to have
seven such players," Miller
said.
In the first half of the game,
Miller was fortunate to find
anything that looked like a
player. In fact, he was
probably ready to recruit a
cheerleader or two.
Fired up about like Billy
Carter would be at a tour of a
15rewery, -the Marshals were
more than ready for Murray
High. In the first four minutes
of the game, the Tigers
managed just one field goal as
Marshall County zipped out to
a 12-2 lead.
At the end of the first period,
Marshall County led 24-13.
' Marshall County literally
killed Murray on the boards.
They controlled their own
offensive boards and on the
defensive boards Marshall
County allowed the Tigers one
shot at the basket, if they
could get past the Marshall
County press.
"When we played them at
Murray, we waited until we
got 14 points behind to use the
press," Marshall County
coach Rick Leeper said.
' "We decided to use our
press as an offensive tool and
it paid off until they began to
solve it late in the second
quarter. It must have paid off
all right. The Marshals had
only nine turnovers in the
game and most of them came
in the last. quarter. Mueray
had 18 and most of those came
in the first half.
At one point in the first half,
Marshall County held a -17-
point lead at 36-19 before
winding up with a 42-32 lead at
intermission.
Once late in the third period,
the Tigers whittled the lead
down to nine at 53-44 but the
Marshals scored the final four
points to pull up 57-44 going
into the final quarter.
Murray High made one big
change in the fourth quarter.
Miller sent his club into the
pressure, man-to-man
defense.
"We had been rolling along
so well there, that I didn't
even go to my bench and give
my starters a rest." Leeper
said.
And against such out-
standing pressure defense, the
lack of rest began - to- show
Murray hammered away and
began to take control of the
boards as Lindsey Hudspeth
and 8-41/2 forward ,Andrea
Perry turned into human
vacuum cleaners.
Just two minutes into the
period, the Marshall County
lead was down to five at 59-54
Then with just over five
minutes left, Perry fouled out.
Marshall County scored the
next four points and held a 63-
54 lead
With 3:11 left in the game.
the Marshals held a seemingl
safe lead of 69-61.
Junior strongman Frank
Gilliam scored from 10 feet
with 2:51 remaining and it wa
69-63.
t'3\ The play of the game cam,
with 2:20 left when on a
15 fastbreak, senior swingmail
2 ' Brett Harcourt drove through
° the Middle and hit. He wa,41
fouled and added . the Ire*,
throw to cut the Marshall
fg ft pf rp County lead to three at 69-66
2 2 4 6 After the Marshals' Mont.,o 2
6 e 3 is Moss topk a bad shot with 1:43
.- 2 2 2 6 
2  ,left,th
e Tigers zipped the ball0 1 26
io out and senior All-State
- 0 0 3 0
1 1 1 3 candidate Raymond 'Sims'
16 14 16 46 scored on the break and it was
11 5 17 ,8- 41 69-68 with exactly 90 geconds
17 to toe -16 left.
Then with 1:10 left, Lindsey
Iludspeth came up with a big
steal. Just 10 seconds later,
flashy senior gulird Bill
McHugh drove the left lane
and sailed up to put in a five-
footer that gave the Tigers a
70-69 lead.
With 45 seconds left, Mar-
shall County forward Greg
Schwinghanuner missed from
under and Gilliam rebounded
for the Tigers. Only one clock
in the gymnasium Was
working at the time and that
one wasn't working too well.
Murray worked the ball
around and called a timeout
with 30 seconds left on the
clock. The Tigers took the ball
and - Went into 'a freeze and
vihen there should have been
five seconds left on the clock,
somehow 'there were 15
seconds left and Murray had
just gotten called for a five-
second violation..
But the Tigers controlled the
tip and this time, the clock
worked, at least better than
before. Marshall County stole
the ball away with only two
seconds left but still had time
to go 'down and get up a shot,
which was partially deflected
-by S'ona - and that--was--
game.
"It was one of those games
that in your bad dreams, you
hope to win. We were really
fortunate to win. But I've said
this a hundred times this
season, our kids never quit.
"I think the key was our
pressure defense in the fourth
quarter. We tried playing
them man-to-man early but
just couldn't match up with
their size.
-We stuck with our pattern










you have to control your
game. This game started out
just like 'the Symsonia game
where we got way behind
.early and lost.
"We talked some about that
game this year and we've
learned some lessons from it,"
Miller added.
Both teams had 48 rebounds.
For Murray, Hudspeth had 15
while Perry had 12. Sch-
wirighammer, a 6-31/2 forward,
grabbed 11 for the Marshals
while 6-4 George Phelps had
10.
Jeff Copeland, a 6-2'2 iuxor
guard, led the scoring attack
DOUBLE DOSE-Jeff Brandon (30) of the Marshals gets a
double dose of defense as he is guarded by Bill McHogh (23)
and Lindsey Hudspeth- (32) of the Tigers. McHugh pickedwp •




Copeland 3 6 I 10
Brandon 6 0 3 12
.S.chaPer. 0 0 1 0
Orr 0 3 0 2
-Totals 30 9 15 69
Murray 13 19 12 26-70
Mars/m.11C°. 24 18 15 12-.89
with 20 points and he also
hauled in nine rebounds. Sch-
winghammer added 18 points
while Jeff Brandon and Monty
Moss scored 12 and 10
respectively.
For the Tigers, Sims fired in
18 points while Gilliam and
Hudspeth each had 15 to pace
the balanced attack. Bill
McHugh and Brett Harcourt
each scored eight while Perry
scored six before fouling out.
"They just wore us down
with their bench," Leeper
said. "We played in the first
half like we are capable of -
playing. If we keep after it,
something good is going to
happen," Leeper added.
That 'something god' may
or may not happen this week.
The Marshals, no* 11-8 on the
year, have the formidable
task of playing top-rated
Paducah Tilghman on the
road Saturday before hosting
second-ranked Symsonia
Tuesday.
Meanwhile, the Tigers who
are now 11-3 on the season,
play at Hickman CouritY
Friday in their final road
game before beginning a four-
game homestand in the MSU
Sports Arena, next Tuesday
by hosting Mayfield.
stoney**
-fg ft pf tp
Suns . 9 0 3 18
McHugh 4 0 4 8
Gilliam  7 1 1 15
Hudspeth 6 1 1 15
Perry 3 0 5 6
Harcourt 3 2 3 8
Richardson 0 0 0 0
Totals 32 6 17 70
iisrakell Comm,
fg ft






['WE'VE GOT THE BUYS'V
k
'
See Us This Week For Quality Buys










































8 Ways To Buy
• Cash • Goodyear Revolving
Charge 6 Our Owh Customer
Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BankAmericard • American
Express Money Card • cane
Blanche • Dinners Club
`POLYGLAS' RADIAL











01178-15 1155.4S $2 79
H1178-15 $ 1i53,,_ $296
tR78-15 $414.95 -ITU
WIDE TREAD 70
Whitewall Our Low Phis F.E.T.
Size Price and old tire
AR70-13 $47.00 $229
DR-70-14 $51.20 - 82-52
01370-14 11411.29 $3 10
141170-14 $83.25 $332
01170-15 $80.25 $3 16
. 541170-15 $14.70 $317
RAIN CHECK -- If we sett out or your sire we 8v/tissue you a ram rheck esourrog •utere oeo+yery as tee arty/erred mice
Ars°OD .,yEAR
/.. Randy Cartwright, Mgr.
see. Your Indialsendent Dealer For. His Price, Prices As Shown At aoodyear Service Stores,
No-Hassle Auto Service Values
lube & Oil Change:
$488 1Up to 5 ets. of maiorbrand 1030 grade oil
• Complete chassis lubncation &oil' change
•Helps ensure long wearing parts &
smooth„Quiet performance • Please phone'
for appointment • Includes light trucks
Ask for our Free Battery Power Check
Engine Tune-Up
688
• Our mechanics elec-
tron' :ally fine-tune your





maintain a smooth run-
ning engine • Includes











and rotors (does not include rear wheels'l
OR
4-Wheel Drurn.Type: Install new brake lin-
ings all lour wheels • Repack front wheel









Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.
Mgr. T. Younkin Mgr. E. Witte Mgr. B. Davis .
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Lakers Rally But Drop
84-81 Game To 'Flash
By BARRY WILLIAM DREW Calloway came alive! Eight • charity stripe. Then Calloway
Ledger & Times Staff Writer points later the Lakers had called timeaut just as the ball
When the hinges on a dear - whittled Lone Oak's lead down
to a more manageable 7149.get tight they give off a soimd
The clock still showed 1:33 andcalled a squeak. And, it
'follows„ logically, .a close it wasn't.‘leeT yeti Not by a
game of anything is called a long-shot.
'squeaker." "Calloway is a fine ballclub• 
Tuesday night the Lone Oak and they just don't give up,"
Purple Flash and the Flash coach Albert Norris
said. "We had them down andCalloway County Lakers -
it looked like they were inplayed a "squeaker" in the
Murray State Sports Arena. In hand but they slipped out and
fact a whole"Can 'of 3-in-one oil made a really fine run at us.
couldn't have taken the This Calloway club is a bunch
of opportunists. They cashed-•squeak" out of the door as
__slipped _ _by__  the in on every mistaktAhaL w.e
made late in the game."Lakers 84-81 in a game that
was undecided with nine t'We made our mistakes just
seconds Teft. when we didn't need to. Our
errors nearly cost us thisThe Lakers drew first blood
with a field .esal by jimmy, game. Tliey _play a really
l tough pressure denfese," int and the Lakers briefly
held the lead; eallinvay held Nnrric 2'411Pd
Mike Wells and Randythe lead once again in, the
second quarter but, except for McCallon'both made trips to
the foul line in the next five. these two moments of ad- 
points later thevantage, the Lakers had to
play "catch-up" . basketball score was 79-81 and 30 seconds
remained on the clock!the rest of the way. They
Timeout Lone Oak with ninenearly pulled it out.
-seconds- tett -in the-game and"First auarter action ended
the Flash coming to thewith the score knotted at 20 all
and the door just let out s little
-squeak." It was just war-
ming up for what was to come
later.
• Ontscoring_the_ElashAP-Zito
begin the second quarter the
Lakers- puslied the lead out a
little to 26-22 but the Flash
came right back to lead 29-28
with 4:55 showing. -
A late rush, scoring 7
unanswered points with less
than 2:00 to go in the half,
boosted the Lone Oak lead to
12 at 46-34 at the buzzer. The
--Flash seemed to have the door
wide open with a commanding
lead and some- very hot
shooting from the field.
Ah, but the best was yet to
come!
 "We knew that Lone Oak
was a good shooting; high-
scoring team," Laker coach
Robert Slone said. "They play
_really .well one.car-one and
even with the lead they never
slot*/ doWn. We Played our way
into some early foul trouble
.and they. didn't foul much. _in
the first half. Lone Oak puts a
lot of pressure on a team and
they stay with it."
In the third quarter both
teams scored the same
number of -points 15-15, but
that wasn't _the story of the
quarter because with 3:17 on
the clock Calloway was down
by 16 and things_ were looking,
a bit grim.
A couple of trips to the foul
line by Mike Wells and Glenn
Dale Olive trimmed the Lone
Oak lead back to ten at 47-57
with 1:46 left.
The Lakers enjoyed a super
night from the foul line nailing
27 of 28 attempts. Just a little
more fuel-for the fire.
At the buzzer ending the
third quarter the Flash was
still up by 12. Calloway
seemed to be out of it behind
by 12 with the score.49-61.
Fourth quarter action saw
Lone Oak playing the same
kind of game as they had all
night. They maintained the
-lead-by- at-least-ten-points .and
twice had the Lakers down by
14 points and with less than
three minutes down by 16.
Only 2:39 showed on the clack
and. the  seore_was 6349_
HIGH MAN-Mike Wells (45)
of the takers was the high man
for the evening tuesibey. Wells,
who stands at 6-3 and can play
as a forward or a guard, hit for
211 points. The loss gives the
Lakers a season record of 13-
10. Calloway will be playing at
field Friday then on Satur-
, the Laker: will host Cuba
7:30 p.m. in the Murray State
rts Arena.
was to be put in play!
Lone Oak put the ball up and
it came off to Mike Wells with
only seven seconds showing.'
"If we scored I wanted our
kids to call tirneout," Norris
said. "In the event that we
didn't 'score at the. line I
wanted them to get back on













The Lakers came up the
floor 
in 
laid by the Flash just across
the time line. Lone Oak came
up with the ball and drew the
free trip to the line with only
_ one second left in the game.
At the horn it was 84-81 Lone
_Oak and everyone had,
goosebumps!
"We really didn't play that
wIl through most of the
game," Slone said. "But Lwas
really proud of the way the
kids came back when it fooled
like the game was out of
reich. -Tliese'bos wanted to
win tonight. They extended
themselves more trying to win
this one than they have all
season. They played like I
know - they can."
"This game was not lost, in
the last nine seconds; we
made mistakes all night. We
were just too far behind when
we made our run and we fell
just a little_ short but we
showed what we can do,"
Slone continued.
Calloway drags to 13-10 with
the loss. •
In B-team action Lone Oak
defeated the Lakers 55-47.
Cai••••;
fg ft pi tp
Olive  2 3 5 7
Lamb 4 4 5 12
Wells  10 8 4 X
Putrell 86 3 22
-168eColien---------------- --6-- A -it-
Darnell 1 0 2 2




fg ft pf tp
Montgomery 8 2 1 18
Dreher it 1 5 11
DeLuna 6 7 2 19
Houser J.  5 5 4 15
 7 3 4 17
Wilkins  2 2 3 6
Totals 32 20 19 84
Calloway
Lone Oak
20 14 15 32-41
20 26 15 23 84
'FRY BABY
15" -
Deep fry -I or 2 servings.



















Makes 2 burgers in minutes.




Makes 10 cups SepaTat,
warm and tyre,A controPs
2288
Full circle air flow. 850.
watt blower. CB-4
Thermostat keeps even









e".ADDS TO TOTAL-Tommy Futrell (23) of Calloway County
got one less point than his number Tuesday. Here, he scores "
off the break as Barry Tidwell (15) of tone Oak watches the. _
action.
tStioff Photos by lorry Deer)
COVERED UP-Randy McClellan
self covered up as he goes in,
Delano (35) and Wilkins (23) of
for the Laker: is Glen Dale Olive.
(15) of the takers finds him -
trying to shoot over Tony
Lone Oak. Under the bucket










Puts you in complete command.
Criitesti iiiiiiaisTiff-or-slOw as you like.
RIGID BAG HOUSING
Conceals big disposable bag.
Vacuum Value!











• Al Steel Acotator Steel.Batater Bars
• Replaceable Brushes
• Adapts to any carpet autornaficasiy
• 3 Posstion Handle so easy To steer' -
. e Edge Clein.ng Suctson POW,
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NE IMAN 00eZ)zseed FOR VENIRE'S
In Order To Do Our Part To Conserve Energy
Ow Hours Will Be
9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
Until The Emergency Is Over
PRODU








Apples 3 lb. Bag
3 lb. Bag 59"
Doz. 59'
5 ibs.$100
Register each time you
are in the store for the -
‘e100 given away each week
•Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Peach 'All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. in. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.Emplovees of Parer s and their Families not eligible to win .Adults















































































Meat Loaf 2 lb. 99'
Frosty Acres Chuckwogon
Steaks 121/4 oz. Pkg. 794
Frosty Whip Desert
Topping 5 oz. 29"
Morton
Pecan Pies 16 oz. 99'
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Gateway ADD 'Fiscally Weak' Auditor's Office Says
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP )-- Development District's at-
-The state's first -audit of air -tamp in an effort to trace the.
area development district has $10,000 allegedly lost by
_fautul—JhP di et smipinY''S
-fiscally 'weak" and has set He said the district board
the state auditor's office on will decide at a meeting Feb.
the frail of a missing $10,000. 22 whether. other action should
State Auditor George Atkins- be taken in light of the audit,
said Tuesday' that his office
will join the Gateway Area
which indicated - the district
'has experienced significant
problems and difftctllties in
attempting' to serve the needs
of local governments in Bath,
j4enif.e. Kfinntgrunricy. 
Morgan and Rowan coupties."
Atkins recommended that
the board "sgould explicitly
approve all contracts;
-agreements,-ant -...large and-
or unusual expenditures," and
that the executive director*
"should. be bonded for an
amount commensurate with
(his) floral rewsibilitita.7
He said these and other
recommendations for
Gateway could also help
—strengthen the ae-
countability— of Kentucky's
other 14 area development
distrl. • •
. Atkins said he knew of no
other district suffering.
financial prole.=  as severe
as Gateway's, but "we're
going to be sampling figures
from sonic of the others."
The area development
districts coordinate the flow of
federal, state, and iocal funds
for projects- inch- "as parks.
playgrzunds, community
centers,. and sewer systems,
Atkiniaiñ
He said Gateway's was the
first audit in which a district
has been financially probed
"cornPletely. a's - - an
organization."
It turned out, he said, that in*
• the ,early 1970s, Gateway was
"burdened with numerous
lawsuits some still in .
lit waiinrii _anAl
disputes with state and federal'
agencies."
Atkins said "significant
progress has been made in
Gateway's accounting and
bnok4ping policies" and he
praised "recent' efforts to
solve —CateWay's fihancial -
problems."
financial position, of the
Gateway Area Development
District is still weak and
caution and 'care shrould -be
exercised—along with Prudent
fiscal management."
in oil low um —or
r-•• . .   is....... . u•m  ININ•11







4-111- MI IN 21 ••
r •••• add. I
•=•=11ma
• • • in_ si • gi In on LI1
110111151•••W-wision111111118. mi• A
• • • • • • • b • • • • 111 li ars • Cie's I
as icturia
We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area
New lel /CO
700 "HOSS"
A no-drag muscle machine
"Take A Boy Fishing"
Furnished Line With
Hook, Sinker & Cork
Special 9 each
Crappie-Rig
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TOTAL FREE SPOOL only, buy rod





L•re • Me repast car, er
Me meek.,
,reari ir•r•doer, al la• 11610, Ana
ere 0 Infra erkenni ready mines
attarence T. anq,e
• and lore, or. reacnan,se
derendedad and the 'pr...
,,McIld saen rode Mt:este, e
eG•re, and she '
Mister Twister 6" Phenom
multicolor snak pak
Retail





































Untie Jeff's has double-A







Assorted StIlles & Colors
Table Lamps
Reg. 29.97 - 9500
Reg. 17.97 - $900
Reg. 21.97 - 51 1 w
Reg. 23.97 .s'1200
















Dish, 8" Square Cake Dish, 1' 2 qt. Baking Dish
Family Size 7 or.
Colgate Tooth Paste
Sale 84'







Uncle Jeff's Health 8, Beauty Aids




























Jost for your Vslortino








• • ' Pdrarrargar 011101.9• - dr, 1 geor 1
41:0









MAR & SCUFF RESISTANT
SPRING LOADED FLOATING
BALL CASTERS










Soft Pliable, Long Wearing


























Reg. Price 10.99 to
12.99
•au




Reg Price 16 99
Sale $ 1 r
Calcutta Cloth
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Bill Hill Is Funeral Is Today Final Rites Held
Dead At Age Of 44 For Mrs. Overby For Mr. Humphries
Mrs. Bill (Barbara inner
Hill died this morning at the
Methodist Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. She was 44 years of age
'ad her death followed an
extended illness.
The deceased was a resident
of 5114 Gill Drive, Memphis,
Tenn., and was the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Parker
of 505 South 13th Street,
Murray.
Mrs. Hill is survived by her
husband, Bill, and daughter,
Stephanie Hill, 5114 Gill Drive,
Memphis, Tenn.; two sons,
Danny Hill, Memphis, Tenn.,
and James Hill, Ann Arbor,
Mitt.; her parents, Mr. and'
Mrs. Parker, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Charles Broach,
Calvert City, and Airs.
William Sanders,
Elizabethtown; one brother,
Billy Parker, Lake City, S. C.
- The Max Churchill Funeral
Home of Murray will have
charge of the funeral anci
burial artangements which
Care still incomplete.
W. F. Glover Dies
Suddenly Tuesday;
Rites Are Thursday
W. F. Glover, age 48, died
Tuesday at 2:45 p. m. at his
home. His sudden death was
from an apparent heart at-
tack; however he had been in
ill health.
The deceased, a resident of
Hardin Route One, was an
employee of the Sanitation
Department of Murray State
University, Born May 29, 1928,
in Calloway County, he was
the son of Willie F. Glover and
Erie Opal Youngblood Glover,
who survive.
Mr. Glover is survived by
his . parents, Mt. and Mrs
Glover; Hardin ttoute one:
two sisters, Mrs. Leon Mary/
McKeel, 310 'South Tenth
Street, Murray, and Mrs.'R. J.
(Shirley) McDougal, Alm.
Route One; two brothers, Jack
Glover and John W. Glover,
Almo Route One.
The funeral will be. held
Thursday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Glen Cope and the Rev.
Howard Conner officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the




To Be On Thursday
Mrs!Guy (Mary) Rutland of
Almo died Tuesday at three p.
m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 66
years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church. She
and her husband, Guy
Rutland, who survives,
celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary on January 8 of
this year. Born May 7, 1910, in 
StewartCounty, Tenn., she
was the daughter of the late
James Houston and Dolcie
Lyons Houston.
Mrs. Rutland ,is surviv.5,1fy
her husband, Guy; two
daughters, Mrs. Frank
Edna) Wofford, Dover,
Tenn., and Mrs. Bill (Peggy)
Avery, Powell, Tenn.; fi-vo
sons, Jimmy Rutland, Dexter
Route One, and Don Rutland,
Murray Route Four; two
, sisters, Mrs., Nell Rushing,
Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Goldie
Lancaster, Dover, Tenn.; one
brother, Hollie Houston,
Dover, Tenn.; seven grand-
children, Mrs. Betty Stradt-
net.  Mrs. Judy Smith, Tony,
Herbert and Melissa Avery,
Jamie and Sheila Rutland.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p. m. at the
- chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral •Home, with the Rev.,
Ralph Rogers and the Rev. A:
H. McLeod officiating. Burial
will be in the Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p. m.
today ( Wednesday 1.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a m.
354.2, noshange.
Below dam 300.9, cp 08
Barkley Lake, 7 a. in. 454.3,
0.1.
Belpw dam 03.8, up 0.7
Sunset 5:29. Sunrise 6:52
'Moon rises 
10:39 p. m. Sets




Betty Overby, age 100, are
being held today at two p. m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. James Fisher
officiating..
Active pallbearers are
Robert Smith, Edgar Morris-;"
Don Alley, 0. C. McLemore,
Charles Raines, and Leonard
Vaughn. Members of the
Chettie Stokes and Friendship
Sunday School Classes of the
First. United Methodist
Church are serving as
honortry groups. Burial will
be in the Old-Salem Cemetery.
The family serptests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the Memorial Fund of the
Chettie Stokes Sunday School
Class of the first United
Methodist Church where she
Final rites for Herman L
Humphries were held this
morning at ten o'clock at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro.
Kenneth Hoover and Bro. Joe
Gardner officiating. The song
service was by singers from
the University Church of




phries, Kenny Outland, Eddie
Darnell, David Clapp, and
Larry Humphries. Burial was
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Humphries, age 83, died
Monday_ at five. a.m. at the
Parkview .Convalescent
Center, Paducah. He was
preceded in death by one
daughter, Mrs. Oran -(Tiny
Virginia) Outland. -
Survivors include one
was a member. daughter, Mrs. Jean Bond,
Mrs: Overby, wife of Joe Muira—y-, "one son, George -
Overby who died in 1936, died Humphries, Mayfield, and
Monday at 10:40 p. m. at the seven grandchildren.
- Convalegeent Division .ofthe
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born February 4,
1877, she was the daughter of
the late Howard W. and Annie
Carter Dameworth.
The Murray woman IS
survived by two sons, Rue
Overby of Murray and J.
Hafford Overby of Houston,
Texas, four grandchildren, ten




Federal State Market News Service
February 9.1977 -
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Markel
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts, Act. 429 Est 600 BarrOws di
Gilts 'Weak .25 lower Sows steady 50
lo'wer
US 1-2 200-230 the 340.00-40.50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. . 839.7540.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 639.00-39.75
US 3-4 260-230 lbs.  138.00-39.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
US 1-3 300-500 lbs  
$32.56-33.50
$33.00-3400
US 1-3 500450 lbs. 
. 
$34.00.3b 00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs $3200-33
Boars 18.00-20.00 
. 
King Solomon's mine shipped
so much gold to Israel nearly
3,000 years ago that, according
to The Bible, silver "was noth-
ing accounted in the days of
Solomon."
The U.S. Air Force Academy
was established for educating
and training officers for the Air
Force at Colorado Springs,
Colo., in 1954, by an act of .Con-
gress.
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of








Disney  41,4 As
Franklin Mint 2364
Heublem Inc 28'
McDonalds Corp 46 +- ,s
Pondefosa Systems  6 unc
KimbOrly Clark 44,s -34,
Union Carbide 58,4
R Grace ZIT. -r
23,4 
51 unc





Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger
Timet by! NI SirnotrCe are as follows
Indus Ac -3.49
Airco. . . 30
Am. Motors ,
Ashtalld CRI .. 3644 -1
AT&T
Ford Motor . . 5634 -11 4
Gen Dynamics 5634 -44
Gen. Motors . .. 71% -1,4
Gen. Tire .... 28,4 -,s
Goodrich 211 1 unc
Gulf ... 29,4 As
Pennwalt' . 33"s unc
Quaker Oats 23'4 unc
Republic Steel 33,4 unc
Sanger Mfg. -233t .09
Tappan 103s
Western Union 18,•
Zenith Radio . 3.4
Calloway Honor Roll For Second Nine Weeks Listed
One hundred and sixty-eight
students are listed on the
second nine weeks honor roll
at Calloway County High
School according to the school
principal, Ron McAlister_
Twenty students made all A's
and 148 made all A's and B's.
Seniors
All A's — Margaret Mc-
Callon, Linda McCuiston,
Patricia Melvin, and Terri
Morris.




INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A
gunman who said he was
"ready to die" remained holed
up in an apartment today with
the mortgage company
executive he had taken
hostage with the muzzle of a
sawed-off sgtgun wired to his
neck. Police reported the,
gunman was growing edgy.
Authorities drafted papers
offering immunity from
prosecution for Anthony G.
""Kiritsis, -44, of Indianapolis,
for possible use in negotiations
that continued as the drama
passed the 24-hour mark this
morning.
Kiritsis, who had demolition
training in the Army, claimed
he had the third-floor apar-
tment rigged with explosives.
Members of the
Indianapolis police special
weapons and tactics team,
garbed in black, maintained a
watch during the night. An
Army bomb squad from
nearby Ft. Harrison was on
UNION TO MEET
United Auto Workers Local
1068 will hold a special
meeting on Thursday, Feb. 10,
at 7:30 p. m. in the American
Legion Hall, union president
Franklin Rushing said today.
Rushing urged all members to
attend.
hand to disarm any explosive
devices that might be found.
Police said reports were hot
true that dynamite was, found
wired to the ignition of
Kiritsis' car Tuesday.
Kiritsis was described as
distraught over a loan tran-
.saction and upset with what he
considered unfair and inac-
curate news reports of the
taking of Richard 0. Hall as ,1
-hostage.
Earlier, Kiritsis had
demanded and received a
promise from Meridian
Mortgage Co. that he would be
released from a 1130,000
mortgage loan, issued for
property on which KititsCs
hoped to build a shopping
center. His hostage, Hall, is





Other Sizes And Colors
In Stock
A Custom Made Window Dressing
35" x 45" Size As Low 22Fabric-Sheer
Adams, Rhonda Adams,
Scotty Beavers, Shelia Bell,
,Kevin Bowen, Debbie Brooks,
Cresti Bucy, Terry Clark,
Eddie Dillon, Teri Erwin, Jill
_Faiwa..139na1d Greer, Mike
Haley, Sonia Hendon, Sheryl
Jewell, Kevin Lovett, Anthony
McClure, Marilyn McKenzie,
Penny Moody, Janet Mur-
dock, Tammy • Outland,
Tammy Overby, Teresa
Paschall, Kenneth D. Roach,
LaDonne M. Roberts, Donna
R. Smith, Barbara Gail
Smotherman, Vanessa Stone,
StiODIefield, Shea
Sykes, Sherrie Thomas, Rimee
Thompson, Renee Tobey,
Pam Todd, Dan Watson, and
Cindy Williams.
Juniors
- All A's — John Brinkley,
Shelia Darnell, Karen Ed-
wards, Susie Imes, and Laura
Jarrett.
All A's and' B's — Teresa
Bibb, Lisa Cleaver, Luana
Colson,. Janna Cooper, Lenna





Hdward Kevin Hutson, Rex
4 •Jack'sonKim Kemp, Cnythia
Lassiter, Paull Kim Outland,
Kenneth Paschall, Patricia
Phillips, Pam Pierce., Craig
Redden, Lorraine Steen, Trine
Swift, Gail Tucker, and Alisa
Walker,
Sophomores
All A's — Tommy Boggess,
Johnna Brandon, Lisa Mathis,
Shelia McKenzie, Ginger
Mitchell, Mickey Overby,
Jackie Parker and Terry
Tucker.
All A's and B's — Sharion
Adams, Scott Barrow, Kathy




Mary Denny, Cindy Duncan,
Steve Enoeh; Jimmy Hale,
Len Hoke; Eric Kelleher,
Shayne Lassiter, Terry
Lassiter, Tammy Lax,
Tammy Locke, Ken Morris,
Renee Overby, Renee Mc-
Dougel, Nancy Murdock,
Jerry Paschall, Shelia
Phillips, Patty Robinson, Rose
Ross, Janet Rowland; Tam-
mie Rudolph, Shawn Sim-
mons, Dawn Sledd, Kim
Starks, Teresa Steen, Conde
Stubblefield, Mike Thomas,
Billy Vincent, Carol Watkins,
Chuck Williams, Russ Wilson,




All A's — Susan Byars,
Denise Rutherford, Glenda
Turner.
All A's and B's — Jamie
Barnett, Lisa Bazzell, James
Bibb, Melissa Brinkley,
Brigitte Bynan, Nth Carson,
Craig - Chandler, Ron
Childress, Donald W. Colson,
Cat* June Crawford,
Amanda Dunn, Keith Ed-
wards, Mary Elkins, Gary
Emerson, Larry Enoch,
Timothy James Feltner,
Clifton Dale Finney, Joanna
Fleming, Laura Fones, Tripp
Furches, Joy Kelso, Kerry
Lamb, Keisha Lassiter, Kathy
Lovett, Jackie Miller, Melissa
Miller, Penny Overby, Meleah
PasChaII,—Kelly Pritchard,
Debra Pritchett, Don Rogers,
Roger Scott, Dale Sheriden,
Richard_ Smotherman, Joyce





Wilson, Kim Willie, and Beth
Yancy.,
FIRA Week Committee members of the Murray Vocational Center Future Business
Leaders of America Chapter Iodic on as Mayor John Ed Scott signs a proclamation
declaring this week as National FBLA Week Pictured are, left to right, Marlene Farrell;
Steve Cooper Carla Ramsey, chapter president Douglas Edwards; Candace Ramsey,





sow' BUSINESS  Ail
Everything is reduced so 
much
we're practically 
going to GIVE IT 
AWAY!
ToWall
or I/ rtInr.rins. Feti. I t. 1 or It). 1.077. nn.I ,ou
will receive
114r all
,hi. roopon of'4 lthe
(S
.[Proo, %oohs.. Tue.18,
so.(HR) FREE Poi\ TS for •oor fnsorite
Prize 1.'11,114.11:
Nilrf ION I r.lron rx.r..,
EVERYTHING IN THE STORE,NOW
40501)Ff
uy at Cost! Buy Below Cost!
$ 1 2 1 685 GRAND PRIZE AWARDS
Come To The Store. . . .For Our BIG SALE
EVERYDAY.. .And, Help Your Favorite WIN!...
You Must See It To Believe It:
ENTIRE STOCK SACRIFICED
SALE HOURS: 9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M. MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
WILLIAMS FABRIC CENTER
MINERAL WELLS AVE • PARIS SQUARE SHOPPING-CENTER • PARIS. TENN. • PHONE 642-71i4
.41
The Murray Ledger. & Times,




SHARING AN HONOR—Nat Sanders (left) of Louisville,execiitive director of the Ken-
tucky State Real Estate Commission, presents a plaque to Murray State University of-
ficials to be exhibited for a period of time in the real estate display in the lobby of the
Business Building. The plaque was awarded to the commission by the National
Association of Real Estate License Law Officials in 1976 for having the outstanding real
estate educational program in the United States and Canada. Accepting are: (from
right) Russell Spurlock, commission chairholder and assistant professor of real estate:
Ray Roberts, president of the Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors and adjunct
instructor of real estate; and Dr. William j. Grasty, chairman of the Department of Ac-
counting and Finance. Murray State is one of 19 colleges and universities involved in
the real estate education program funded by the commission and one of two offering
a baccalaureate degree with a major in real estate. The first real estate course was of-
fered on the campus in 1972. Six are being offered this spring, with 11 listed in the
current catalog. Both the baccalaureate degree program and an associate degree
program were initiated in the spring of 1976.
Work Applications
Must Be Filed By
March 1 At MSU
Murray State University
students who wish to be -em-
ployed on a part-time basis on
the campus during the 1977
summer term must file ap-
plications in the Student
Financial Kid Office no later
than March 1.
Joyce Gordon, coordinator
of student employment, said
all students, both current
applicants-' and new ap-
pliCants, must complete and
file &separate applicatical for
summer employment on
either Federal Work-Study or
the University Student Em-
ployment Program.
She urged students who
need part-time employment
during the summer to obtain
an application in the Student
Fipancia1 Aid Office and to
begi Oe application process
immediately.
The rate o("tsay will be 91.96
an hour, with payment for
hours worked to be niade on
the 10thof each month. Ch _
are released to, students in the
department or area in which
they perform their duties.
Student employment ear-
nings under either progratt —
Federal Work-Study or the
University Student Em-
ployment Program — are to
be counted as taxable income,
according to the Internal
Revenue Service.
Mrs. Gordon noted that
students are showing an in-
creasing interest in part-time
employment. About 450
students were employed in the
two work programs during the
summer of 1976.
Non-ROTC Sophomores Eligible For Course
Sophomores at Murray
State University who are not
currently enrolled in Military
Science can still become
eligible for the two-year ad-
vanced Army ROTC course,
Lieutenant Colonel Johnnie R.
Prichard, Chairman of the
Montevello Takes Honors
At MSU Forensics Tourney
Montevallo University,
Montellevallo, Ala., took
sweepstakes honors in the
Third Annual Alben W.
Barkley Forensics Tour-
nament held at Murray State
University this weekend.
Placing second. in sweep-
stakes among the 16 schools
from seven states was Har-
ding College, Searcy, Ark.
Southeastern Illinois Com-
munity, Harrisburg, Ill.,
captured the third place
honor:
In varsity debate com-
petition, Vanderbilt
University of Nashville
received top honors. Harding
College swept first and second
in the Novice Division debate.
The Murray. State Forensics
Team sponsored the contest in
connection with the Depart-
ment of Speech and Theatre at
Murray State. Director of the
debate competition on campus
is Dr. Robert Valentine, in-
structor in the Department of
Speech and Theatre.
Murray State debaters will
travel this weekend to Auburn
University in Auburn, Ala. for
forensic competition.
Charripionship awards in
each division were awarded as
follows: Extemporaneous





terpretation - Lisa Greibel,
Milliken University; Poetry
Interpretation - Julie Burke,
Montevallo University; After
Dinner Speaking - Shawn
Parker, Shawnee College;
Persuasive Speaking - Pam
Roberts, Montevallo
University; Varsity Debate -
Vanderbilt University, first
'and Southern Illinois, second;
Top Varsity Speakers - Bening
and Hayes, Southern Illinois;
Novice Debate - Harding
College Team Two, first, and
Harding College Team One,
second; Top Novice Speakers -
Shatb and Wendt, Harding
Team Two.
Department of Military
Science at Murray State,
announced this week. The
-same opportunity is available
• to junior college land corn.,
triunity college graduates who
- will be entering Murray State
next fall.
Colonel Prichard explained
that students who do not take
the basic ROTC course,
Military Science I and II MS I
and II), may qualify for _ad-
vanced ROTC by attending a
special six-week summer
program at Fort Knox.
At the basic camp, students
receive instruction' in com-
munications and leadership
techniques as well as military
drill, tactics, history and
weapons: .
According - to Colonel
Prichard, "The ROTC Basic
Camp stresses leadership
development. Its purpose is to
bring the student to a level of
military eduCation and ex-
perience which allows him or
her to enter the advanced
course next fall."
For most students, com-
pletion of either the basic
course or the basic camp is
required for enrollment in
Military Science III MS 1111.
However, veterans normally
receive credit for the basic
course based on their prior






Originally $15 to $38
TO
Beautiful Spring Coordinated Sportswear
Sizes 5-15,6-16
Orig $38 BLAZERS . 320






Minnens Murray, Be! Air Center, Open Nights 8 Sundays _
into the advanced program.
The Military Science
Department will: be in-
terviewing prospective
_ candiclatOs for the summer_
-program until March 15.
Students interested in basic
camp and the advanced
course should contact LTC
Prichard or CPT Ellis-Pen-
nington at 762-3746, and they
will be happy to explain the
two-year program as it ha$
several advantages and
benefits that students will be
interested in.
ROTC courses are electives
taken along with the student's
chosen major and usually take
only about three hours out of a
weekly class schedule.
Basic Camp cadets are paid
nearly $500 for the six weeks of.
training. While at basic camp.
they also receive free room
and board and are reimbursed
for transportation to and from
Fort Knox,
Students in the advanced
course are paid $100 a month
for up to 10 months of ea( h
school year and upon
graduation are commissiorwi
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deadline for application 5:.
schools has been extended t,
Mar. 15.
The program, now ill t
sixth year, places workino:
artists in the schools. Poets.
who work a short term
residency, and artists, who
work for an entire year, don't
replace the teachers vt,
schools-, -Carpenter explained
but give stuff4ots and teache r -
a chance to obServe how. h
performing artist lives anc,
works. The primary functiur
of the artists is that of pol
forming and practicing th, -
arts, she continues, enrioft .
the existing institution.,_
program for students ar,i
teachers in "their" school'
Artists schedule time each
week to pursue their arts.
whether writing poetr-
painting- or filming•
Workshops held during schoo:
hours help students explort
their art with accompanyinw
lectures and demonstrations
Students then can participate
in discovering pottery
techni ues, writing poetry
rnak g their own films.
ools interested in the
p graT must submit 'a .-
ication by March 15 1..
'writing Nancy Carpenter
the Kentucky Arts Con -





Carmen Adams Is MSU
Mountain Laurel Choice
Carmen Adams of Va,lley
Station, a sophomore at
Murray State University, has
been selected as the campus
representative to compete for
the titiv of queen of the 41st
annual Mountain Laurel
Festival in' Pineville May 28-
n.
She was chosen by a panel of
judges from among six
finalists -who were rated on'
appearance, sincerity, per-
sonality, poise, and
cooperativeness — the same
qualities on whicheach -queen
candidate will, be judged.
during tie festival.
A theatre arts major, she is
a blue-eyed brunette who is 5-7
and weighs 111 pounds. Miss
Adams was a finalist last year
as a f.r.tunan in the screening
to choose a campus
representative for the
Mountain Laurel Festival.
1-fer parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Lucian Adams. Her
father retired last year as
principal of_ Valley High
ool. Miss Adams is a 1975
gratiatof Jesse -Stuart High
School. -
"Stunned. -- „Absolutely
stunned," was her'hea.ction to
her selection. -It many
caught me off guard — bat,
after I got over the initial
shock, I realized that con-
siderable responsibility goes
along with the honor. I just
want to be a worthy
representative of Murray
State."
An honor student,. Miss
Adams has been included on
the Dean's List each of the
three semesters she has been
enrolled at Murray State. She
La a member of the Alpha
Gamma Delta social sorority
and Lambda :Chi Alpha little
sisters and has been in several
University Theatre produc-
tions.
The other finalists in the
campus -, screening .were;
Karen Gordon, Benton Route 8
junior, who is the alternate;
.Dana Dawes, Benton Route 1
sophomore; Selwyn Schultz,
Murray junior; Debra Welch,
Niiinchester, Mo., junior; and
Debbie Wyatt, Mayfield
sophomore.
Miss Adams will be one of
many college coeds from
across Kentucky Vying for the
title. The Mountain Laurel
Festival has groatfi in-
creasingly popular since its
beginning in 1931 to honor Dr.
Thomas Walker, pioneer
explorer ttnd surveyor, and to




The colorful and en-
tertaining four-day festival,,
which also includes the
crowning of a high school
Mountain Laurel Princess, is
conducted in a setting of
spectacular mountain
scenery.''.
Coronation of the new queen
by Gov. Julian Carroll will
take place on Saturday, May
28, in Laurel Cove, a natural
amphitheatre in Pine
Mountain State Resort Park
with a 150-foot sandstone cliff
as_ a backdrop and -reflecting
pool in. front of the _grassy
stage.




*Opening 11 A,M. Thursday Feb. 10th
(Hours during energy crisis 11 a.m. to 5 p.m)
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v Personalized Hair Design
v Creative Curl Restructure
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Transportation Department Has




figures here showing that its
eniploye payroll was reduced
ba reCol.0§.5 Par cent during
st 1976.
State Transportation
Secretary John C. Roberts
w4.. said the record decline had the
effect of lowering depart-
0% , mental personnel strength to
the fewest number of em-
ployes ever reported sinceYDOT was created almost
four years aro. •
According to those figures,
the department ended 1976
with a total, permanent, full-
- time work force of 9,038
employes as compared with
. ,397 for 1973, 9,359 for 1974
''" —"and-13,665 at the end of 1975.
KYDOT is one of the state's
., biggest employers, being
second only to the Department
for Human Resources.
, (It was created in March
-- -T973 under a reorganizational
plan which abolished the old
Department of Highways and
transferred those respon-
sibilities to the new KYDOT.
The new department also took




way Safety Programs and
Aeronautics.)
The suddent downturn in
KYDOT's personnel strength
figires during 1976 was at-
...tributed by Roberts to a
•
change in hiring policies first
put into effect early last
spring, and aimed primarily
at the department's two
largest sections — the Bureau
of Highways. and Office -of
Transportation Planning.
"What we did," said
Roberts," was to Iiinit future
hiring to real job need, much
in the same way as private
industry has always
operated." _
It was done, he said, by
setting quota limitations on
the number of employes
needed to accomplish a
particular job or jobs within a
program area.
For example, in the case of
highway maintenance crews
which 'constitute the bulk of
the employment within the
department, quota limitations
on employment were
established under a formula
which took into account such
factors as miles of roads
Maintained and the average
amount of work which each
crew member could
reasonably be expected to
perform.
"Where current em-
ployment, was above the quota
limitation, no one was fired,
but all future hiring was
frozen and will remain frozen
Until attrition, retirement or
transfers creates vacancies
with quota limits," he said.
Roberts went on to say that
had the new hiring policy not




: The lowest traffic fatality
'count state Wide since
?antiary 1962- 'has - • been
fecorded in the state of
ICentucky for January, ac-
tording to Trooper Richard
Wright, public information
officer for Post One of .the
Abritticky State Police.
f:Trooper Wright said the
i
'
' ate recorded forty-one
41,hs due to traffic accidents
.. January of this year as
tcompared to thirty-nine in
082. The trooper said the
!tower death rate was at-
Aributed to the lower traffic
eltellurne due to the inclement
'fOrltather. .
.::..-The average death rate due
traffic ,in the past fifteen
eding years for January,
been sixty-four deaths per
*nth. NN -
--,..biiring Jahuary in Calloway





teen accidents, and arrested
three drunk drivers, ac-
ctiding to Trooper Wright.
:in the Post One area.
ciprering eleven founties, the
state police issued 985
MISS YOUR PAPER!
Sabscribmrs who bare not
received their beam-delivered
copy of The Alarm Ledger S.
Times by 530 p. m. 14101tary.
Friday or by 3:30 p. no. on Seer
days art urged to call 7531916
between 5:30 p. and 6p. m.,
,Monday-friday,- er 3:30 p. as.
'end 4p. m. Saturdays, to insure
':delivery of the newspaper. Coifs
_mut be placed by Op. m. week•
.days or 4 p. in. Saturdays to
:iwarentee delivery.
citations, gave 475 warnings,
assisted-1,050 motorists, in-
vestigated '245 - accidents.,
arrested 74 drunk drivers, and
made twenty criminal in-
vestigations with 28 criminal
arrests._
The uniformed personnel
traveled 101,604 miles in
January of this year. Six
traffic fatalities were reported
in the Post One Area as
compared to one in 1976 for
January.
Trooper Wright said persons
may call the State Police at a






shows are scheduled Feb. 26
and April 16 at the West
-,,Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center on College
Farnr,Road in Murray.
Sponsored by the Hor-
semen's Club of Murray State
University, each one-day
event in the year-olfacility
on the university farm -will
begin at 9 a. m. with halter
classes and continue
throughout the afternoon with
performance and youth ac-
tivity classes. -
They will be the second and
third approved shows of 1977.
A spokesman for. the spon-
soring club expressed the hope
that better weather and more
advanced notice will mean
greater partiCipation by both
eilibitors and spectators than
in the earlier show in January.
An open show on April 15
will precede the April show.
Attention
Murray Residents
The Murray Sanitation Department
has resumed its regularly scheduled
behind-the-house pickups of refuse.
Thank you very much for your
cooperation during the time ice and
snow prevented us from picking up




was, the department's payroll
Costs would have risen by at
least another 8360,000 a month
by the end of 1976.
SALE OF MOHAIR.
Bicycles recycled as
spinning wheels in Lesotho are
a vital part of a CARE project
in the tiny mountainous
country in southern Africa. In
addition to. th_e spinning
wheels, the international aid
and development agency
provides training and other
needed equipment for village
women to spin and refine
mohair, their country's major
natural resource. The sale of
the mohair helps support their
families since most of the men
leave Lesotho to work in the
gold mines of South -Af rice.
The sinking of the Titanic an
April 15, 1912, cost the lives of
1,5-17 persons.
SHOP TALK--Rhonda Lee of Carlyle,11., a junior journalism rrir-at Murray Rafe
University and news editor of the Mrray State News, discuss"' the news room
operation on the campus with Ann Tharp of Elizabethtown (right), president of the
Kentucky Ladies Task Force. Mrs. Tharp was on the campus tapresent a $250 scholar-
ship to Miss Lee on behalf of the organization of women affiliated with the Kentucky
Association of Electric Cooperatives. The spring semester award is the first of what will




Rhonda Lee of Carlyle, Ill..
a junior journalism major at
Murray State University, has
been awarded a $250 spring
semester scholarship by the
Kentucky Ladies Task Force,
an organization of women
affiliated with the Kentucky
Association of Electric
Cooperatives (KAEC).
Miss Lee, news editor of The
Murpay State News, the
campus newspaper, is the first
recipient of the scholarship.
Her parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Lee of Carlyle. She has
also served as a reporter and
assistant news editor of the
campus_ newspaper and is a
member of the campus
chapter' of The Society of
Professional Journalists,
Sigma *Delta CU'
Organized in 1971, the task
force is made up of wives of
managers and directors, as
well--as women members, of




Ann Tharp of Elizabethtown,
president of the task force,
made the scholarship
presentation. Her husband is




women's editor of The Rural
Kentuckian, the statewide
publication of the ICAEC, was
also on the campus for the
scholarship presentation.
Beginning in 1977-78, the
scholarship will be an annual
award of $500. It will go each
year to a junior journalism or
communications major at a
state university.
Mrs. Tharp said money -for
the scholarship was raised by
selling prints and note cards
NreePlrlieCIAIMCedadfromnws,a PainKenttinguckyb'ys
Bicentennial artist, com-
missioned by the task force. It
'Shows seven lighting devices
,depicting the evolution from
the most primitive to the most
_ modern.
FREE DICTIONARY!
Buy Volumes 2 & 3 of
Funk & Wagnalls New Encydopedia
for just $2.49 each and get
a free dictionary in the bargain.
Right now, at all our stores, you get
the famous 2-volume Funk &
Wagnalls Standard Desk Dic-
tionary free'when you pur-
chase Volumes 2 and 3 of









This is Funk & Wag-
nalls' way of thanking
you for purchasing their
fine encyclopedia. It's our
way of thanking you for shop-
ping in our stores.
So if you haven't started your
set of the encyclopedia yet, you can
still pick up Volume 1 for only 49c.
' Then complete
your set a volume
or two a week for
only $2.49 each. It's a
great way to build a
complete home reference
library your whole family will
be proud of.
This is a strictly limited time
offer. So be sure to get over to any

















COST CUTTER EXTENDED PIKE SPKIALS:
Whenever we get a special manufacturer's
allowance we pass the savings on to you
These reductions ore usually good for more
than one week.
COST CUTTER "EMS Wifli SPfaAL":
Eoch week deep-cut specials in all depar-
tments plus bonus coupons for extra
savings Cost Cutter This Week s Specials




9 AM - 9 PM
Sunday.
10 AM 6 PM
US C0 I GRADED
CHOICE








Pnces effective through Tuesday Feb. 1Sth. Lent right reserved.

















Buy volumes 2 & 3 of Funk S.
Wagnalls New Encyclopedia for
just s2.49 each, and get a free
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S LBS. LEAN PORK STEAK
LBS KROGER GROUND BEEF
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5 S. PORK SAUSAGE
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Fresh Water Lean Boneless Beef
CATFISH STEAKS lb. 5129 srSTEW MEAT lb
Ground Fresh Daily . U.S. Choice Chuck
GROUND BEEF 4 lb. or more lb. 794- uONELESS ROAST lb. sr*
U.S. Choice U.S. Choice Beef
CHUCK STEAK ib. 89' RIB EYE STEAK lb. s289
Lean Meaty Beef Beef
SHORT RIBS lb. 59' RROTH RONFS lh 94 
Swift






WIENERS  lb. 79C SMOKED ... lb. 79'
California Navel




2 Lb. Or More Lb.
••••••••••••••••••••••• iiii4rAtif
Krev Cello
SAUSAGE ROLL  1 lb. 69(
Thin Sliced
WAFER HAM  ib.s1"
"k -
California Fancy California 
.,r--
CELERY each 9' CAULIFLOWER Head 89'
Jumbo ,  . - ... Jumbo 200 Size
GREENTEPPERS each 29' LEMONS . ,  10 for 79(
Super Slick , Fresh
CUCUMBERS ' . each 29' AVOCA)OES 
( 
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TIVE ON THE NEWS
4:30/3:30 COMMENT ON
KENTUCKY ER. from- -F r 1.1
(Signed)
5:00/4:00 NOVA "The Plas-
tic Prison" The real-life story
of David. the five-year-old Texas
boy, who lives inside a plastic
bubble because he has no nat-
ural defense against disease or
infection. (R. from Wed.) (Cap-
tioned)





7:30/6:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "David Copperfield"






(Last show in series)'
9:00/8:00 THE AIRPORT
A behind the scenes look at
London's Heathrow Airport,
10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE





2:00/1:00 p.m. GREAT PER-
FORMANCES Leonard _Bern-
stein conducts the Israe) Phil-
harmonic in Gustav Mahler's
song symphony based on six
Chinese poems by Li-Tai-Po.
(R. from Wed.)
3:30/2:30 MARY MARTIN
AND  ELLIOT NORTON RE-
VIEW Mary Martin and Mr_
Norton discuss her published
memoirs "My Heart Belongs"
and her life on and off the
stage.
4:30/3:30 SUCH GOOD COM-
PANIONS A conversation with
songwriter and composer Alec











ZINE "Catfish Man of the
Woods" Appalshop looks at the
lifestyle and philosophy of West
Virginia's "Catfish Man."
AIRPORT
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT SYM-
PHONY Michael Tilson Thomas
conducts the Boston Symphony
Orchestra in Glinka's "Krako-




stairs" When Virginia's son goes
t _114,parding schtf01, her daughter
ac4uirEea puppy and a gover-





"Pound and Pint" Bitter con-
flict develops between James
and Jessop, and the latter de-
cides to call a seaman's strike. -
MONDAY, . . FEB. 14
Eastern/Central Time 
3:30/2:30 p.m. GED SERIES












MINDS Host; Steve Allen mod-„
erates this meeting of Charles
Darwin, Emily Dickinson, Gal-
ileo and Attila the Hun.
9:00/8:00 COMMONWEALTH
CALL-IN Tonight's topic. "The
R.E.C.C. Appliance Rfogram"
10:00/9:00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Wills and Estates"
10:30/9:30 BOOK BEAT










8 :30/5 :30 STUDIO SEE
Youngsters learn how to make a
TV program and ride in a hot air
balloon.





GRAPHIC SPECIAL "The -New
Indians" The great Sioux holy
man, Black Elk, predicted that
five generations after his death
the strength and pride of the
Indian- would be reborn. Today,
five generations later, Nation/
Geographic goes in search of t
fulfillment of his prophecy.
9:00/8:00 IN SEARCH OF
THE REAL AMERICA First in
a series of six programs examin-
ing America's institutions, atti-
tudes and future with host Ben
J. Wattenberg, author of "The
Real A intrica."
10:00/9:00 PBS MOVIE THEA-
TER Russian Classics "Alexan-
de, Nevsky" This
sian national hero's defeat of
the Teutonic invaders in 1241
has the famous spectacle of the
Battle of the Ice.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 1.6
Eastern/Central Time 








6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
7:00/6:00 M.D. "Transplant
Surgery" Dr. Thomas E. Starzl
of the University of Colorado
School of Medicine hosts.
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY MAGA-
ZINE "Catfish Man of the
Woods" IR. from Sun.)
8:00/7:00. NOVA "Hunters Of
The Seal" Poignant tale of the
Netsilik Eskimos, who are try-
ing to reconcile their ancient
culture with a Western lifestyle.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFOR-
MANCES Childhood ''Baa Baa
Blacksheep" Rudyard Kipling's
play about his move_ as a child
from India to an English foster-
home.
10:00/9:00 NATIONAL GEO-
GRAPHIC SPECIAL "The New
Indians" (R. from Tues.)
Prenatal diagnosis of birth
defects is saving lives, says
the March of Dimes. Nearly 97
per cent of pregnant women
who underwent amniocentesis
were assured that their un-
born babies were free of the
disorder for which they were
tested. The technique
prevents many abortions
which might have been per-
formed on the basis of
statistical odds alone.
Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant
v. 4.
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KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TV•600 COOPER DR.•LEXINGTON, KY. 40502
Ashland . WK AS 25
Bowling Green  INKGB 53
;Covington  WCVN 54
Elitabethtovvn  WKZT 23
Hazard . . . Pi  WKHA 35
Lexington-Richmond. . 1NKLE 46
"Louisvjlle  WKMJ 68
Madisonville WKMA 35
Morehead WKMR 38
Murray-Mayfield . I . . VVKMU 21
Ovventon WKON V
Pikeville  WKPI 22












3:30/2:30 p.m. CAREER EDU-
CATION






630/5:30 -ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "David Copperfield"
David lives in Mr. Wickfield's
house while attending schoeil
and meets Uriah..Heep: (R. from
Sat.) (Captioned)
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES "Read-
ing I Main Idea"
7-.30/6:30 CROCKETT'S VI{C-
TORY GARDEN A. from Sun.)
8:00/7:00 THE PALL ISE RS
Glencora is bored and unhappy
-i_oa her ln.lc mari4.age. Has
cousin Alice visits the Pallisers
at their country estate.
9:00/8:00 VISIONS "The War
Widow" Harvey Perr's sensitive


























Handicapped people speak for




























1:30/12:30 PBS MOVIE THEA-
TER Russian Classics "Earth"
Alexander Dovzhenko's last












With Garlic Bread and 1/2 price on





4' Super Special For Kids /
Spaghetti and Salad /2 Price I•
Wednesday Night
4:30 to 9 PM
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good





























































Let us serve vow
prescription needs
Although vve offer ',any se,
r es to DWI customers 
WitS(rfpl,OTIS
0 r e the very heart of our bus,nesk •
We stock only the finest pharmaceu-
r,cals and are always ready to take
core of your needs Frrornptly and el
Itcoent.y
Loan Funds Available For
Summer Term At University
Loan funds are expected to
be available for the 1977
summer term for eligible
students at Murray State
University who are seeking
assistance through 'the
Natifinal Direct Student Loan
(NDSL) program.
Johnny McDougal, director
of student financial aid at
Murray State, said applicants
for summer loans must file a
completed "Sumer Term
Only" application in the
Student Financial Aid Office
on the campus by March 1. He
emphasized that the separate
application, which is available
in the Student Financial Aid
Office, is required if NDSL
assistance is being requested
for the summer term.
More than $75,000 was
loaned to students at Murray
'State last summer through the
NDSL program, which is the




Loans are made at three per
cent interest and the interest
begins to accrue nine months
after the borrower leaves
school.
Both tbidergraduate and
graduate students enrolled for
at least a half-time academic
load are eligible to apply. To
qualify, an applicant must
establish a need for financial
assistance as determined by
federal guidelines and
regulations and show evidence
of academic promise.
S. G. Hale, fiscal officer in
the Student Financial Aid
Office, said National Direct
Student Loans are repaid on a
quarterly schedule over a 10-
year period, with the first
obligation due one year after
leaving school. Deferment of
repayment can be given to
borrowers who choose to
continue' their education or
who choose military, Peace
Corps, or VISTA service.
Teachers in special
education or in designated
poverty areas may have a
percentage of their loan
repayment obligation can-
celed each year, with can-
cellation of the entire loan,
plus interest, possible in five
years.
All transactions during the
obligation period are handled
by the Student Financial Aid
Office. Further inquiries
about the NDSL program or
I equests for application forms
should be directed to: Student
Financial Aid Office, Sparks
Hall, Murray State Univer-




FOR THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1917
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 29) Inr:4
Indications are that a bit of
tuck is coming your way. Take a
chance — especially in an ac-
tivity which stimulates your
imagination.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Your Venus highly propitious.
'A' creative idea could prove
more remunerative than you
suppose. Fine gains indicated if
you play your cards well.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
You may have to revise some
plans now. Others may assist
somewhat but, in general, you
must draft your own
alterations.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Straying off the beaten path
not advisable. You'll find more
opportunities and greater
satisfaction close to home.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J2tiq
Fine cooperation from others
Indicated; also the possibility of
an interesting proposition. Once
you have checked its potentials,
act -accordingly.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Good stellar influences, but a
few "tricky" spots will bear
watching. , Properly alert,
however, you can eradicate
them and go on to bigger and
better things.
URA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23) An
Some unusual development in
the making will affect you
pleasantly. Especially favored
now: romance, travel and
cultural pursuits.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Certain persons may make
Irresponsible staternents: Do
nvelf•
not be trapped; cir follow any
suggestion without , in-
vestigating for truth.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nby. 23 to Dec„21) )40
Expand in operations going
well, setting a better pace for
speedier results. Stress your
fine organliational ability.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 16
Trouble-free performance
should be yours this day. Direct
your efforts astutely to en-
compass all essentials. Pet
projects should go over with a
bang.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stellar aspects fairly
favorable, but you may have to
work a little harder for benefits.
Also, two admonitions: Avoid
the bizarre and DO be careful if
dealing with strangers.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Mixed influences. Confusion
could reign if you are not on
guard. Do not let slight
misunderstandings blow into a
storm. Use your wits.
)(
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind, a
lively imagination and unusual
versatility_ ,Your personality. is _
dynamic and, being extremely
gregarious, you make friends
easily and are a delightful and
witty conipanion. -Despite a
sometime seeming frivolity,
however, within yourself you
have great depth, poise and
tremendous reserves of power.
You appreciate the artistic and
have talents along these lines
yourself; would make an ex-
cellent writer, journalist,
painter, musician or en-
tertainer. If your likings are
more toward the commercial,
















1-GILLETTE SUPER MAX 2
FOR WOMEN 9180
® SCHICK STYLING DRYER
FOR MEN OR WOMEN
® CLAIROL R" 1
MIRROR MIRROR
® GILLETTE 9190
SUPER MAX 2 FOR MEN
13 MR. COFFEE STANDARD
MR. COFFEE FILTERS 27 77
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Casey County Women Claim To Have Been
Captured By Occupants Of Unidentified Flying Object
-/C*:
Thr-ei. Casey County women
have made public a story
about not only seeing an
unidentified flying object, but
being captured by its oc-
cupants.
They're backing up the
story with such proof as
testimony from a clinical
psychologist and a lie detector
expert and they claim they
were held prisoner about 13
months ago for about 75
minutes.
One of the three claims
"they pulled my eyes out," a
second said the eye of one of
the beings had "scales around
it, like a turtle's," and the
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS heahrip
Click beetle 6 Eutheuakit
4 Deposits 7 Style ot




2.G•ri slam* 951ies. ?OM
•t 3 Ireland 10 Hair
14 Possess .IL,Ma"
15 Improved rill lightly
17 Was in debt 20 River ducks
1 &Group cat 22 Pedal digit
Wipe 24 Distress au
I lit Partners




28 Mosso°. 29 Spanish .nn
wetoe .40144yic as•
• lefhlionipiiis. written
doss 31 Vast age' 
33 Shiny 32 trionnr
frogs 33 A
35-free ticket thPill







































35 Protective 44 Poems
Onearkzation 4_RsLmjuiroa4
18-Perta"lnrhp to •IM High moun-
ths Pops fain
40 Twists 47 Baker's
4 1-1ntarbvi nes wodixt
42 Choose 49 /*Fitch*
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Distr. by United Fe ture SYndirete n, 2-1 77
ithnihird deantscrib:.othibeligsthaes
comment's— during
separate sessions of tiy-Pi—tosis
administered by Dr. Leo
Sprinkle, director of coun-
"about four-feet tall."
The descriptions. and _
University of Wyoming
Hypnosis was used on
Elaine Thomas, 49; Louise
Smith, 44, and Mona Stafford,
36, because they couldn't
remember what happened to
• them after they spotted an
unidentified flying object















Poison Cestrol .  153-1588
Senior Citizen .  153-0929
Needline  153-NEED










All three remember seeing
the object in the sky as they
drove him from a restaurant. . _
irher,e they had h.a_sl dinner, All
three also recall . that it
seemed to be controlling their
car.
''1-couldn-1--hold-the-car-- 003
the road,' Mrs. Smith said.
"It was shaking back and
forth. The -speedometer
-showed 85 and Mona and •
Elaine were screaming at me
to slow down, but my foot
wasn't even °lithe gas pedal,"
she said.
"I was pleaditg with her to
stop," Mrs. Thomas said. "I
knew it _.tvas_a_  UFO I. had 
never seen one before, but I
knew what it was." .
The three women said they
experienced severepalnintlis
top of their heads and after the
car filled with hazy-filte
kWr -Sort of like a fog," 'they
lost consciousness.
They said they awoke about
75 minutes later eight miles
.away, seated in the • same
positions in the car as they had
been earlier. They couldn't
,remember what took place
during the missing time.
"People laughed at us,"
Mrs. Smith said. -They made
jokes about us and when we
walked down the street, they
asked us about 'Little green
men. 
Owev et , --UFO researchers
in Cincinnati became in-
" terested in the women's story
and a national tabloid














WE'LL TAKE OFF AS
5CCN A5 WE FINISH
THOSE NO5T46035.
LI'L ABNER -
THE HAL. S THE FRA1E
,PILOT thsC
PERF3RAIE1.7 THE RESCLE--.:
YES MlD.Q ED •-YOUVE BEEN










- - IT WAS ONL`r
IN BLACK
AND WI-ItTE__,/,
to use hypnosis to help the
- women remember.
- alfter .tliefr les:lions with the
clinical psychologist. the
. women were given lie detector
tests by Detective James
Young of the Lexington 
Police- Deeketrffent and- fir-report
says he found "no indications
of deception."
Under • hypnosis. Sprinkle
reported, the women told -an
eerie story, one. the
psychologist terms "similar to
other report p over the i"ears."
"Something was over my
face," Mrs. Smith said. "It,
was so hot in there I could
lafe-athe. 1----stras 
restrained on a table. The
pain was so had. The-floured.
something over, me and when
.,.,„the,y...pullfd it off- it came
• away like tape, like they were
inAing. Rink' of .me.". she
continued.
'Then I saw one of them. It
was about four-feet tall and
wearing a-hooded thing. All' I
could see was its eyes: They 
were bigger than human eyes
and slanted. • , '
"They were so piercing. It
never said a word, but
somehow .when it looked at
me, I knew everything it
wanted me to do,"_RArs. Smith
said: • -
"They pulled my eyes out,"
--M-iss Stafford said. "I mean
they drew them right out of
my head and laid them over
my cheeks.
- "I was on a white table-as
big as a bed. I couldn't move,
but nobody was holding me
A LITTLE DARUNG—Six-year-old Jenny Darling watches the action as she
sits on the front row in front of the cheerleAders and cheers for Murray State
in the Racers' Saturday night win over Eastern Kentucky. Jenny is the daughter
of-Mr-and Mn. Terry Da/ling:of -Colfege Courts.- — '
(Stan Photos to Make Brandon)
down. It was some sort of
power doing it, a big crystal
with lightning coming out of
it,"
Mrs. Thomas said she was
purin cnaintierMit-There--
just perfectly-couldn't- move
a finger. There was something -
wet on my face and something
pressing into my chest...
"1 could see. them. Tsey
floated in the air around m. I
. could tell they didn'l want me
to talk. I could understand
their thought waves," she
continued.
''I. saw one close.up. There_
was a big, pale blue eye with ,..
settles around it, like -a turtle's -
eye," Mrs. Thomas said.
-When they regained
constIou-snesx"- after the
cident Jan. 6, 1976, thewomen
said each of them had a fresh
burnlike mark on their necks,
each about three inces long.
Miss Stafford said she had
acute pain in both eyes and a
new blister under one other
rings..
After driving back to their
homes here, Mrs. Smith
glanced at her watch and
almost became hysterical, she
said. •
"I've never seen anything
like it. The minute hand was
turning as fast as the second
hand. I thought I was losing
inymind," she said.
..The three, along wth Dr.
Sprinkle, will appear --oh
national television NBC,
"Tomorrow" Wednesday
night to tell their tale in public
for the first time.
"I want to help Other people 
heB•Ware--191-the-g-E-itrirra--
Mrs. Smith said.
Fiey, Hey, Senior High School Students
enter










The three top essays will be printed
in The Murray Ledger and Times
along with the writer's names, ad-
dresses and schools.
— RULES—
Subject: "How Consumers (an Save
Energy in the Home." Open to
Calloway High and Murray High
studentvio-grades 9-12-.-Entrys shoofd
be typewritten, (double spaced) or
legibly written and bear the name,
address, age, and school of the
writer:Deadline for the entries in the
contest is 4 p.m., Monday. February
14. Essays should be brought to the
newspaper office at 101 N. 4th St. or
mailed to the office to the attention
__of GensenMcCutdierein, editor. Local
teachers and members of the
,newspaper's editorial staff will par-





THIS VALENTINES YOU DON'T REDA LOT














•Plenty Of Free Parking
























Holman Jones, 217 ,South
13th, Phone 753-3128.
FOR FREE OIL and





person killing a German
Shepherd in the vicinity
of Dogwood' and Glen-
dale on Tuesday,
February 1. Call 753-
7546
DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible . is God's ,spired.
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-
0984. It is not a recor-

















on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 7 53-
- 1916 and 75 3-1917



















641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
This week we have a round oak table, four oak
chairs, pie safe, tall old bed, set of six dining
c.liairs, trunks, old mantle clock, shotgun, old
rocker, two piece living room suite, platform






bring us yours for extra.
copies. Made fron. any •of
size into any size.
Wallets low a24 cents, 8
x -10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking




Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:30-
3:30. Appointment at








Write L. C. Dick, Pres.,
Southwestern





person to translate, type
and collate documents
from English to French.





working sales help with
- personality plus. Must
be able to work mor-
nings or evenings. Send
-4esuule-to P. 0_8ox 32S,
Murray.
MAKE $1.00 PER CARD
selling engraved Zodiac
Social Security cards.
Free sales kit. No in-
vestment. Write Gregg
Products, Box 272-HI,















P.O. Box 324 - Pb. 153-5845
Murray. Kentucky 42071









Man or woman to enter
sales management develop-
ment program. Successful ap-
plicant can expect earnings ol
816,000 to 818.000 the first year
and 820,000 to 822,000 the
second year. ApphcanLs must
be willing to work 50 hours per
week, provide best of referen-
ces, some college preferred.
Teaching, sales or experience
working with people helpful.
Position offers salary, com-
nussion and bonuses, profit
sharing, liberal insurance
program, complete training at
ow expense_ An equal op-
portunity employer tbr per-
sonal interview call Mr. David




SALESMAN. Must be 21
yeti's or older. Ex-
perience preferred, but
not necessary. Must live





Ky. Phone 443-3647 days,
247-9923 nights.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray . area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales. person. If in-






past 3 years and
are now working





how you can make







need person Willing to
assume full respon-




plicant should be able to
handle men, not afraid
to load a truck if
necessary. This is a job
with a future. Send
resume and salary
expected, P. 0. Box 998,
Paris, Tenn. 38242.
9 Situations Wvted










0 p430,p.m. rough 1:AO
a.rn, Monday through
Friday. Write P.O.
Box 733 - Mayfield. We
are an Equal Op-
portunity Employer.
10 Bur„ness Opporiun.ty- UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
for local person in this
area to represent a
nationally known oil
company. This is a per-





of farm and industrial
machinery , helpful.




ville, Ky., Fri, Feb. 18 at
7 p. m. or Sat. Feb. 19 at
9a. m.
14. Want To Buy
TRAILER WANTED -
enclosed to accomodate







Call 523-1315 or 474-8854.
WANTED -GOOD USED
coal stove. Call 753-3206.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
15. Articles For Sale
SALE - CHAINSAW
chains, Is" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,












j, • 30'' Year
15. Articles For Sale
PLATE GLASS store
display cases. 6' long,
24" wide, 35" high. Two
sliding rear doors. $100
for one or $175 for two.
Call 753-1836.
KING SIZE Sears sleeper




bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
MAHOGANY _DUNCAN
Phyfe drop leaf dining
table and 6 chair. Call
435-4386.
FOR SALE. Dishwasher,









nidoriduai. Male or Female .. • part tone to dis
tribute world famous Kodak h:r•-, ono -In., photo produCts
through company estahlished tocar Make Mrs your
year tor independence 54995 00 in.ptinent Guaranteed 12
month merchandise rEpureB ASO arosr••ar,r
CALL Mr Martin (Toll Freel 1 • 800-848 1200 Or Collect A614-225-1751
Monday to Friday. Sam to 6 p m Sat Sam totbm EST
Or Wnte FIRESTONE PHOTO CO...
FiRESTOkff BUILDING SIN(' F 1946
167 N 3rd Si Colu,Nus I'M., 43215
L 
. •PRISCRIPTIONs
•HOSPIT Al SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE






345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Seven per cent
Pre-Season Discount
through February.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





tow. Like new. Set up
for hunting, 5 'arrows.
$150. Call 492-8558 after
5.
15' RUNABOUT BOAT, 55
horse power -Evtrirdtle----RESPONSIBLK.-
wanted to take up small
monthly payment on
like new 25" Magnavox





sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue, 753-6767.
CANDLEWICK crystal




complete $30. One single
bed, complete, $30. One
single iron frame, $15.
One table - and 4
fiberglass chairs, $30.
Two AMF 3 speed bikes,
1 glrls, $30, 1 boys, $30,
One swing set, small
child's, $30. Two 275
gallon oil drums with
gauges, Pik Call 753-
9784.
REMOVE CARPET
paths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre rent






Bullt-o, Soil Heating Cable
utomatic Tnermostat to keep
oil at 74 Ventilated dome to
ontrol humidity & air temp
Available In two sizes












500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your




SUDIZES cost for house
siding, if needed for














buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 436-
') 2575.
26 TV Radio
motor, and 15' cam-
per-sleeps four. To be
sold together-$1650 or
le'st offer. Contact




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across




rhythms. One year old.
















& Pest ControlToo South 13th
24 Miscellaneous
PORTRAIT PAINTINGS
from recent or old
photographs. Color or
black and white. Prices





made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
TV SALE. Drive to cuba
and save. We have the






1974 12 x 65 mobile home.
Three bedroom, 1 and 44
bath. On 90x 180 lot. Call
753-6346.
12 x 64 FULLY FUR-
NISHED and carpeted.
_ Ce_ntral heat and air.
••• Extras. Like new. Call
753-1590, after 5:00 498
8612.
ELECTROLUX SALES





Machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed,. Fully
cash price $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper 1-354-
8619.
FOR SALE - zig zag
sewing machine., Full
cash price, $30. Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.
19 Farm Equipment
NEW AND USED tobacco




tailored made drapes. In
Riviera Cts. Would
consider car, lot, boat,
etc..to help with down
payment. Call 753-3672.
10 x 50 2 BEDROOM,
living room, kitchen and
bath. Gas stove, fuel oil
heat. Partially car-
peted. Call 474-8843. .
12 x 652 BEDROOM fully
carpeted, central air. 15
ft. awning. $3,700. Call
437-4570.
1973 ATLANTIC MOBILE
home. 12 x 60, front
kitchen, natural gas
heat. Call 753-7639 after
5:30.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, all electric. In




32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
o. m. M-F.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT, 1 or,2 bedrooms,
also sleeping rooms.
Zimmerman Apart-








apartment. May be seen




2 people. Call 753-7575.
33 Rooms Fnr Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 438-
2510.
34 Houses For Rent
FOR RENT - one 2
-bedroom house' and one
3 ,,bedrour house. $250
and $275'. Call Tucker
Realtors 753-4342, 9 a. m.
to 4 p. m.
FIVE ROOM house for 2
people. No pets. Good
references. Call 753-
7449.
HOUSE IN THE country.
Four won n% and bath.
Refrigerator and stove.
Also 10 pigs for sale. Call
753-0169.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT STORAGE
building. 30 x 50. Call
753-5500 or 753-6200.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
r. •










Howard Matheny - Bookkeeper
Absolute Auction
Sat., Feb.
Water Valley Grocery Water Valley, Ky. ,
2-7' Acco Frozen Food Cases', 6-6' de 7' Double Gondolas, 1-8' Bread Rack, 1-6'
Sheif candy display, 1 - 4' school supply rack, 1 - 3 drawer card display, 6 de 7
shelf 36" & 48" display racks, Cigarette rack, 2 metal vegetable bins i I metal
chip rack; 4 metal shopping carts, 4.adj. 2' & 4' drink displays, 30" oval mirror,
36" pepsi wall clock, National cash register, Dayton Computer scales, Check
out counter, Victor Adder, Hussmann 6' dairy case, Sanitary V-10 scales,
Universal 5' ice cream box, Intedge Dial-a-matic slicer, roll paper & rack, Tape
dispensary, Hot plate, Knives, Kroch 8' dairy case, Antique computer sbales, 2-
20 case coke machines. 24" metal display, Mop buckets, Sprayers, Assortments
Handles, 'A" x 36" threaded rod, Assmt. Electric supplies, shovels, hoes, rakes,
stove wicks, lamp parts, 2' step ladder. 100 lbs. steeples, stove pipes, assrnt.
bolts, hinges, 'clamps, nails, files, maps, paint brushes, caulking guns, lawn-
brooms, flashlights, batteries, tapes, clothes lines, charcoal starter, plumbing •
supplies, mops, brooms.
GROCERIES
Complete grocery line of approximately $4,000.00 will be sold inside by lots with
considerations.
TERMS: Cash or personalized checks. Sole rain or shine.
For Further Information Contact
Ainley Auction & Realty Sales
Col. Ruben t Ainley
Auctioneer Realtor
So. Fulton, Tn. 479-2986













36 For Rent Or lease
• 
FOR LEASE -
20160.on-305 N. 4th. Call
7534881
37 Li veto( k Supplies
GILTS AND 2 sows with
pigs for sale. Call 435-
4503.
HEAVY 100 LAYING













Sale. February 10, 11
and 12. 8:30-6:00 on
Highway 1836. Between
Lynn Grove and ,Cold-
water. Call 436-4446.
43 Redl Estdte
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418. ..,
IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION Owner
transferred out of town
and looking for offer on
this attractive 3
bedroom home 1 block
from Murray High
School. Home has many
outstanding features
including economic
central gas heat, central
electric air, pegged oak
• !INN brentry halt Mato,
garage, nice land-
scaping and reasonable
price in mid 30's. Phone
us for more information
on this charming -home.
Koppenid 'Realty, 753-
1222.
HAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
.753-0101 or Pam
Rodgers, 753-7116.
EXOTIC - You have
probably admired this
home as you passed by.
On a lovely lot, corner of
16th and Glendale Rd. is
this most attractive 3
bedroom brick with 2
baths, central heat and
air, Pella windows, fully
carpeted, all built-ins,
and beautiful fireplace.
We will be happy to
show you this truly
different home. You will
be delighted too. Call us
soon. Guy Spann Realty,
901 Sycamore, 753-7724.
FOR-SALE OR LEASE
by owner. 1200 to 1400 sq.
ft. of space on well
traveled street in
Murray. Available on
short or long term basis.
Suitable for professional






homes up to the 20's.
Come by Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the
post office or call 753-
3263.
REAL"
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511661
FOR SALE - 80 acres.









home on 20 acres. Many
outstanding features in




large utility room with
lots of storage space,
and enclosed sunporch




by scenic pasture land.






bedroom home on extra
large lot. Central





Realtor, .505 Main St.,
753-0101, Murray or call
Linda Drake at 7534492.




living, kitchen. Ideal for
family or students
located near Univer-













New range and ice
maker in restaurant.
Upstairs Apartment
renting for $135 per
month. Large lot with
room for trailer
parking, or store ex-
pansion. Also good gas
business. All stock and
fixtures included: Price
in very low 30's. Don't
miss this opportunity to











outside storage. In good
location, near
University. Call 753-8080
or come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE
44 Lots For Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Only 3',2 miles from
court square. Three
acre lots for sale for
residential develop-
ment. Lots located east
of - Murray on Squire
Workman Rd. Water is
provided. Call David
King, 753-8355.









for that young couples
first home. Priced at
only $211000. Call 753-
3903.
19 ACRE farm located on
US 641 just three miles
north of Murray. Two
bedroom house. Good
access road frontage.
This close in farm can
be yours now. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505







442111/1 op, floored, reedy to en. Alm proms, yo• Wild, as
low as 44103.00- S a II a, t. 24z41rtmodonl, bat wiN prate
aisy she wooded. Ivy the bolt for has. 
CUSTOMBUILT PORTAINE BUILDINGS 753-0944
L, :11) FOf '5WO
BY OWNER,- 2 bedroom
'brick home, fireplace,
garage, patio, shady lot
on quiet street. $25,500.
Call 753-5818.
BIG HOUSE for family,





OWNER MOVING out of
state. Three bedroom
home, good location.
Nice large lot. Call 753-
1961.
BRICK HOME, 3





brick on 1 acre_




RY OWNER. 404 South Mb
Street Brick, 2s baths. Up-
stairs - 3 bedrooms, storage
room, wall to wall carpet.
Two bedrooms downstairs.
large living room, den, kit-
^:,en and dining room
Glassed front porch with
heat Double glass enclosed
back porch. 2 fireplaces, one
gas log. Large full basement
- carpeted, ks bath- four
separate rooms, laundry
room, one kitchen sink,
shower. Double car garage
with extra morn in back,
compTetely insiilated
Double paved driveway, one
brick outbuilding, fruit







bike. Ride all day for
pennies. Charge
overnight. Ideal for
commuting to town or to




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 34
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.
1967 IMPALA, full power
)ith new steel radials.
$400. Call 437-4570.
1969 CHEVROLET Im-
pala, 4 door, vinyl top,
air, power and new
tires., Body in good
shape, good
mechanically. $575 firm.
Call 753-3164 or 489-2774.
1976 GMC TRUCK, 34 ton,
Heavy Duty springs and
tires. Reason for selling
is illness. Good con-
dition. Call 753-4716.













transportation. 28 m. p.
g. highway, 25.mpg city.





,.,with Key Stone wheels
and 340 engine. Good
condition. Call 753-5702
after 5.
1975 F-2$0 FWD topper,
14.35 mudders. Power
steering, power brakes, .1
automatic transmission.
Call 767-6254.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 VEGA GT. New
tires, FM stereo tape,
good condition. $1050.
Call 492-8558 after 5.
1973 OLDSMOBILE 98.
All extras. Very clean.
Call 753-0442, after 5.
1971 CHEVELLE SS, 350















miles. Call 753-9189 or





vinyl roof, one owner.
$2,000. Call 753-6534.
1977 CAMARA), AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has all
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
Ethel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished







Blue with white vinyl.
top. White pin stripe.
Power-steering; brake,
air. Low mileage.








DeVille. All power and
air with AM-FM radio.
Car has been well
serviced-and taken care




air, bucket seats, AM-











Doug Taylor at 753-4110
for free estimates.
WILL DO inside or out-








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, K)




Wash and Wax Service.
-- Call 7c1-96,111.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE









SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 7534310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 7534500.
_1§63 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8 ND-*TRE". cut'
firewood, land clearing,
carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441. •




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances.
water pumps, water




FIREWOOD - cut to
order and delivered and '
tree clearing. Call 753-
0122.
ELECTRICAL WERIltr






work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
SALE: KIRBY Carpet
Care. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq
ft. and we will clean the
hallway free. limit 4 x
10. A 10' x 10' room
would only be $8.00. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
WOULD LIKE TO do
babysitting in my home
day or night Call 753-
5947.
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes -











and remodeling •• one
cabinet to -othplete











bank -gravel Call 436-
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K an.: S Stump















Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searching for the clever way to ,:ay Love Y ou
Our Happy Valentine Ads yill be published on
February 14, and offer MI a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best Y. ishes. e have a size
to tit every loYer's budget and our friendh kdsi-
sorsi will lw happY to help you write %'our mess-age.
r
To Mom and Dad...
We could,, t have pocked a
nicer poi, of parents on me
worldl Have o Happy Vol
•antine.% Doi
• Mdit• and Su•
$25°
NA, 5,,th Tho,as 'o
rnoi,nq Sc ,enre f u n .0 Iws,n





To My Wife, Ann .. .
After 15 wonderful
of marriage hos yid} heod








Volent,ne. ond L ...or'




The Murray Ledger & Times
Grandparents. Parents, Lovers.
„Send a personalized l'alentin;) Card to
our Loved Ones'This Year
Rids -1 1e4ler (V- Times Valentine
SOME EXAMPLES
Deer Jimmy (Pet•r' bOoS
you mor• than words can
40.13r•ss t hope we will 01
wOys he tosiothxn to shore
tho good and rho bod lo••
"always Skit Chucht' P $
Worn•, lOYIPS yOu roe
WANZA Happy Vole,"
tin• s Day to thia swoo,isst
end most bong w,t• and
math., w• loo• you torrY
end Chad



















Zip  Phone 
Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1977. All ads will run on
February 14, 1977 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at















Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, Phone 753-3128.
FOR FREE OIL and




who can identify the
person killing a German
Shepherd in the vicinity
of Dogwood and Glen-
dale on Tuesday,
February 1. Call 753-
7546
DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
















WHAT WE do _best_ isp -you-?-
fare. Needline, 7534333.0984. It _is not a recor-






















641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
This week we have a round oak table, four oak
chairs, pie safe, tall old bed, set of six dining
chairs, trunks, old mantle clock, shotgun, old
rocker, two piece living room ,suite, platform






toto agadideTHE WANT ADS
2. Notice
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking




Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday Si Saturday. 7:311_
3:30. Appointment at








Write L. C. Dick, Pres.,
Southwestern





person to translate, type
and collate documents
from English to French.





working sales help with
personality plus. Must
be able to work mor-
nings or evenings. Send
resume to P. 0. Box 325,
Murray. -
MAKE $1.00 PER CARD
.selling engraved Zodiac
• Social Security cards.
Free sales kit. No in-
vestment. Write Gregg
Products, Box 272-HI,















to• Me poos • • • e 
A .• • 6.41 WMI efo
T.V. Service Center
Central Shopping Center
P.O. Box 324 - Ph. 753-5865
Murray, Kentucky 42071
1; , , 1+ It 
1- BILLY'S














Man or woman to enter
sales management develop.
rnent program. Successful ap-
plicant can expect earnings of
$16,000 to $18,000 the first year
and $20,000 to 822,000 the
second year. Applicants must
be willing to work 50 hours per
week, provide best at referen-
ces, some college preferred.
Teaching, sales or experience
working with people helpful.
Position offers salary, com-
mission and bonuses, profit
sharing, liberal insurance
progi ant complete training at
ow expense. An equal op-
portunity employer. For per-
sonal interview call Mr David




SALESMAN. Must be 21
years or older. Ex-
perience preferred, but
ot neee”ary. Most live





Ky. Phone 443-3647 days,
247-9923 nights.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-







past 3 years and
are now working





how you can make















Box 733 - Mayfield. We





need person willing to
assume full respon-




plicant should be able to
handle men, not afraid
to load a truck if
necessary. This is a job
with a future. Send
resume and salary









for •Iiicarpeison iii this
area to represent a
nationally known oil
company. This is a per-





of farm and industrial
machinery helpful.




ville, Ky., Fri -Feb. 18 at
'7 p. m. or Sat. Feb. 19 at
9 a. m.
14. Want To Buy
TRAILER WANTED -
enclosed to accomodate







Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
WANTED GOOD USED
coal stove. Call 753-3206.
15. Articles For Sale
PLATE GLASS store
display cases. 6' long,
24" wide, 35" high. Two
sliding rear doors. $100
for one or $175 for two.
Call 753-1836. -
KING SIZE Sears sleeper




bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
MAHOGANY DUNCAN
Phyfe drop leaf dining
table and 6 chairs. Call
435-4386.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
15. Articles For Sale
SALE - CHAINSAW
chains, as" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,
















indiv,dual. Male Of Fernae oeeoec tul, or part time to Ws
tribute world lamous Kodak f and other phol0 prOduCtS
P1100911 company estathshed ,ocat,ns Make this your
year tor I11depehd4nCe 54991' Or Investment Guaranteed 12
month merchand,se 'ePurcf,a 1.1 a'C'r*-ent
CALL Mr. Miirtin (Toll Ervin', ,600-848- 1 200 of Collect 0,6 1 4- 220,115
Monday to Friday. 7ecn to 6 p m Sam ctoo (Si
Or writ. FIRESTONE PHOTO 
FIRESTONE BUILDING SINCE 1946
162 N 1r4 St Co4umbus Oh.° 43215
FOR SALE. Dishwasher,








sizes, all densities. Cut







345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Seven per cent
Pre-Sal-Am Discount
through February.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing









complete $30. One single
bed, complete, $30. One
single iron frame, $15.
One -,table and 4
fiberglass chairs, $30.
Two AMF 3 speed bikes,
1 girls, $30, 1 boys, $30.
One swing set, small
child's, $30. Two 275
gallon oil drums with
gauges, $100. Call 753-
9784.
REMOVE CARPET
paths and spots; fluff
beaten • down nap with
Blue Lustre rent





NEW from WRAP ON
Built-in Soil Heating Cable
Automatrc Thermostat torkeep
soil at 74- Ventilated dome to
control humidity & air temp
Available In two sizes
Fro* Jorry Bakor book Inside
Auto Store









500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
- $45.00. We rebuild your





*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
ELECTROLUX SALES





Machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper 1-354-
8619.
FOR SALE - zig zag
sewing machine. Full
cash price, $30. Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.
19. Farm Equipment
NEW AND USED tobacco





bow. Like new. Set up
for hunting, 5 arrows.
$150. Call 492-8558 after
5. •
15' RUNABOUT BOAT, 55
-Wise power-Evinnide
motor, and 15' cam-
per-sleeps four. To be
_sold together-$1650 or
best offer. Contact
Gunner Nance at 753-
4015 or 753-8300.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across




rhythms. One year old.




















from recent or old
photographs. Color or
black and white. Prices





made any size for an-
tique beds or .campers.








SUDFZES toSt for house
siding, if needed for














buy, sell or horsetrade,




wanted to take up small
month6, payment on
like new 25" Magnavox
T.V. Inquire at J and B
Music, Chestnut St.,
Murray, Ky.
TV SALE. Drive to cuba
and save. We have the





2/ Mobile Home Sales
1974 12 x 65 mobile home.
Three bedroom, 1 and 34
bath. On 90 x 180 lot. Call
7534346:
12 x 64 FULLY FUR-
NISHED and tarpeted.
Central heat and air.
-Esti as. Like new. Call




tailored made drapes. In
Riviera Cts. Would
consider car, lot, boat,
etc. to help with down
pay#ent. Call 753-3672.
10 x 50 2 BEDROOM,
living room, kitchen and
bath. Gas stove, fuel Oil
heat. Partially car-
peted. Call 474-8843.
12 x 652 BEDROOM fully
carpeted, central air. 15
ft. awning. $3,700. Call
437-4570.
1973 ATLANTIC MOBILE
home. 12 x 60, front
kitchen, natural gas
heat. Call 753-7639 after
5:30.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, all electric. In




32. Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished 'brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
p. m. M-F.
FURNISHED APART-












apartment. May be seen




2 people. Call 753-7575.
33. Rooms Fru Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
34. Houses For Rent
FOR RENT - one 2
bedroom house and one
3 bedroom house. $250
and $275. Call Tucker
Realtors 753-4342,9 a. m.
to 4 p. m.
FIVE ROOM house for 2
people. No pets. Good
references. Call 753-
7449.
HOUSE IN THE country.




36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT STORAGE
building. 30 x 50. Call
753-5500 or 753-6200.
• o
FOR RENT OR LEASE.,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft."
Call hal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.






Next To Mayfield Sweet Feed Mill
Call 1-241-3586
All Business Appreciated.
Joe Skaggs - Manager
Howard Matheny -Bookkeeper
Absolute Auction
Sat., Feb.-12, 1 p.m.
Water Valley Grocery Water Valley, Ky.
2-7' Acco Frozen Food Cases, 6-6' & 7' Double Gondola's, 1-8' Bread Rack, 1-6'
Shelf candy display, 1 - 4' school Ripply rack, I - 3 drawer card displaY, 6 de 7
shelf 36" & 48" display racks, Cigarette rack, 2 metal vegetable bins, 1 metal
chip rack, 4 metal shopping carts, 4 adj. 2' & 4' drink displays, 30" oval mirror,
36" pepsi wall clock, National cash register, Dayton Computer scales, Check
out ,counter, Victor Adder, Hussmann 6' dairy case, Sanitary V-10- scales,
Universal 5' ice cream box, Intedge Dial-a-matic slicer; roll paper & rack, Tape
dispensary, Hot plate, Knives, Kroch 8' dairy case, Antique computer, scales, 2-
20 case coke machines. 24" metal display, Mop buckets, Sprayers, AsSortnients
Handles, 34" x 36" threaded rod, Assmt. Electric supplies, shovels, hoes, rakes,
stove wicks, lamp parts, 2' step ladder. 100 lbs. steeples, stove pipes, assmt.
bolts, hinges, clamps, nails, files, maps, paint brushes, caulking guns, lawn-
brooms, flashlights,Vlatteries, tapes, clothes lines, charcoal starter, plumbing
supplies, mops, broonas.
-, • -GROCERIES
Complete grocery line of approximately $4.000.00 will be sold inside bY lots with
considerationsi
TERMS: Cash or personalized checks. Sole rain or shine.
For Further Information Contact




So. Fulton, Tn. 479-2986
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36 For Rent Or lease
FOR .1.EASE - Buildiri
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Calf
753-5881
37 livestuo Supplies
GILTS AND 2 sews with
pigs for sale. Call 435-
4503.
HEAVY 100 LAYING










Call 435-4481. • ,.
111111111111
16 PARTY RUMMAGE
Sale. February 10, 11
and 12. 8:30-6:00 on
Highway 1836. Between
Lynn Grove and Cold-
water. Call 436-4446.
43 Real Estate
TWO ACRES OF land




transferred out of town




School. Home has mahy
outstanding features
including economic
central gas heat, central
electric air, pegged oak
floor in entry hall. patio..
garage, . nice land-
scaping and reasonable
price in mid 30's. Phone
us for more information
on this charming home._
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222.
HAMLIN, KY.. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and-
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, .505 Main St.,
753-0401 .or Pam
Rodgers, 753-7116.
EXOTIC - You have
probably admired this
home as you passed by.
On a lovely lot, corner of
.16th and Glendale Rd. is
this most- attractive 3
bedroom brick with 2
baths, central heat and
air, Pella windows, fully
carpeted, all built-ins,
and beautiful fireplace.
We will be happy to
show you this truly
different home. You will
be delighted too. Call us
soon. Guy Spam Realty,
901 Sycamore, 753-7724.
FOR SALE OR LEASE
by owner. 1200 to 1400 sq.
ft. of space on well
traveled street in
Murray. Available on
short or long term basis.
Suitable for professional





for • three bedroom
homes up to the 20's.
Come by Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the
post office or call 753-
.3263.
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651
FOR SALE - 80 acres.









home on A.acres. Many
oiitstanding• features. in




large utility room with
lots of storage space,
and enclosed sunporch




by scenic pasture land.






bedroom home on extra
large lot. Central





Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101, Murray or call
Linda Drake at 753-0492.
THE PRICE is Right on
these investment
properties: ( 1 1L2
story, 4 bedrooms,
living, kitchen. Ideal for
family or students
located near Univer,.













New range and ice
maker in restaurant.
Upstairs apartment-
renting for $135 per
month. Large la with
room for trailer
parking, or store ex-
pansion. Also good gas
business. All stock and
fixtures included. Price
in very low 30's. Don't
miss this opportunity to











outside storage. In good
location, near
University. Call 753-8080
or come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE
44. lots For Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Only 3',2 miles from
court ‘square. Three
acre lots for sale for
residential develop-
ment. Lots located east
of Murray on Squire
Workman Rd. Water is
provided. Call David
King, 753-8355.









for that young couples
first.. home. Priced at
only $21,000. Call 753-
3903.
19 ACRE farm located on
US 641 just three miles
north of Murray. Two
bedroom house. Good
access road frontage.
This close in farm can
be yours now. John C.
Neubaifer, Realtor, 505







$425.00 se, floored, really tea,.. Also 
precut, yea build as
lava as S300.00. I x t• 24 sta
isslawl, will preck1
my she ausskisl. Buy the best flu 
lass.
CUSTOM BURT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-091
14 
45 Farms For Sale
BY OWNER - 2 bedroom
brick home, fireplace,
garage, patio, shady lot
on quiet street. $25,500.
Call 753-5818.
BIG HOUSE for family,




46 Homes For Sale
OWNER MOVING out of
state. Three bedroom
home, good location.
Nice large lot. Call 753-
1961.
BRICK --HOME, 3





:bath--brick -on 1 acre.




BY OWNER - 406 South 6th
Street Brick, 2,s baths. Up-
stairs - 3 bedrooms. storage
morn, wall to wall carpet
Two bedrooms downstairs.
large living room, den. kit.
''.en and dining room
Glassed front porch with
heat. Double glass enclosed
back porch. 2 fireplaces, one
gas log. Large full basement
- carpeted, ,s bath, four
separate rooms, laundry
MOM, one kitchen sink.
shower. Double car wage
with extra room in back.
completely insulated
Double paved driveway, one
brick outbuilding. fruit







bike. Ride all day for
pennies. Charge
overnight. Ideal for
. commuting to town or to




Honda 550 four .with
windjammer. bail 753-
2226.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 34
ton. Call 4354113 after 6.
1967 IMPALA, full power
with new steel radials.
$400. Call 437-4570.
1969 CHEVROLET Im-
pala, 4 door, vinyl top,
air, power and new
tires. Body in good
shape, good,
mechanically. 6575 firm.
Call 753-3164 or 489-2774.
1976 GMC TRUCK, 34 ton,
Heavy Duty springs and
tires. Reason for selling
is illness. Good con-
dition. Call 753-4716.













transportation. 28 m. p.
g. highway, 25 mpg city.





with Key Stone wheels
and 340 _engine. Good
condition. \Call 753-5702
after 5.






van, mag wheels, 8




49 Used Cars L Trucks
1974 VEGA GT. New
tires, FM stereo tape,
good -condition, $1050.
Call 492-8558 after 5.
1973 OLDSMOBILE 98.
All extras. Very clean
Call 753-0442, after 5.
1971 CHEVELLE SS, 350















miles. Call 753-9189 or





vinyl roof, one owner.
$2,000. Call 753-6534.
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has al:
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
Ethel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished






1972- RUCK - SKYLARK.
Blue with white vinyl
top. White pin stripe.
Power steering, brakes,
air. Low mileage.








DeVille. All power and
air with AM-FM radio.
Car has been well
serviced and taken care




air, bucket seats, AM-




Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51 Services Offered
DRIVEWAYS _ 'MIME









SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation Will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
ELECTROIXX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery,. 753-6760,
day or night.:
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,







Doug Taylor at 753-1110
for free estimates.
WILL DO inside or out-







write Morgan . Con- _
struction Co., Route 2,





carpenter Fork or light,.
hauling. Call 753-4707.
COMING THIS SPRING
. R. W.'s Mobile Hume
Wash and Wax ServIre
-Calf 753-9616.- - -




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
dt electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.
FIREWOOD - cut to
order and delivered and
tree clearing. Call 753-i
0122. _
•
ELECTRICAL - W MING-






work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
SALE: KIRBY- Carpet-
Care. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq
ft and we will clean the
hallway free. limit 4 x
10. A "10' x 10' robin
would only be $8.00. Call
Mike Hutchens. 753-0359.
WOULD LIKE TO do
babysitting In my home
day or night Call 753-
5947
GLASS "REPAIR and
replacement for homes -







ficient service. NO job
too small. tall Ernest
White, 7534)605
EXPERT llt ILDING
and remod,.:::g - one
cabinet -VT' -omplete






and sheetrof w finishing.






FOR A FREI estimate
on all stiunp removal.
Contact K an,: S Stump















sallnes. -41111110. -411111111a- „-aliallalw
Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searching for the cies er way to sas "1 Lose Yoti r"
Our happy Vaientine 441% swill be published on
February 14. and offer von a truly unusual was to
proclaim our lose and best w kites. e has e a size
to fit every loNee', budget and our friendls 4dsi-
sors will be 'lapin to help von VI rite 'I our meage.
To Mom and Dad ...
We could., hare ;wired a
nicer pair of parents in the














To My Wife, Ann .. .
Atter 15 wonderful yew,
of marriage, I'm still head
o.er her,lt in lore with youi
Waller I
$25°
fa Jane want you for
y Valentine, and I won t




The Murray Ledger & Times
Grandparents, Parents. Lovers.
.enol a personalized l'alentine Card to
Your Loved Ones This Year
h Ledger (V. Times Valentine
SOME EXAMPLES
O•or Jimmy Pets,' Ilou•
you mor• thon words con
•spr•ssI hops w• wal al
ways b. fogOth•r to shore
lino good and the hod los•
olwoys Sult Chuck' PS
Warnir loses yov too'
WANZA Happy VOIOn
isn't' Day to th• Swoolost
ond most lov.ne w,lss ond
moth*, W. los• you LO"Y •
and Chod



















„. City  Vase 
Zip  Phone 
Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1977. All ads will run on
February 14, 1977 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at
newspaper office after February, 16, 1977.
.41111Mne- weiMmia. samare. sonillon
•.IEW:ere...",""
•



























REGULAR PRICE: $1.13. SAVE: 45`
COUNTRY STYLE
PORK BACKRIBS ...... Lb. $ 1 69
PORK LIVER Lb. 39c
FiaTiEsPCHWEIGER Lb. 68'SLICED
HAM Lb. $ 68
CUBE STEAK Lb. $ 78
GROUND CHUCK Lb. 99c
IGA 14 OZ. PKG.
-BROWN 'N SERVE ROLLS 
TASTE O'SEA•FROZEN








DAWN LIQUID 32 oz.
c) PEAR HALVES 303 Can 2/89c

































COD FISH 12 oz.   $ "
FROSTY ACRES•FROZEN
























Sherman Jines of New Concord, Ky. had his
name drawn but (kid not have a card punched.
Consolation prize was awarded.























this week did not
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